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Programming has  advanced a  great  deal  since  the  appearance  of  the  stored-program 

architecture. Through the successive generations of machine codes, assembly languages, 

high-level languages, and object-oriented languages, the drive has been toward program 

descriptions that express more meaning in a shorter space. This trend continues today with 

domain-specific languages. However, conventional languages rely on a textual formalism 

(commands,  statements,  lines  of  code)  to  capture  the  programmer's  intent,  which, 

regardless of  its  level  of  abstraction, imposes inevitable overheads. Before successful 

programming activities can take place, the syntax has to be mastered, names and keywords 

memorized, the library routines mastered, etc.  Existing visual  programming languages 

avoid some of  these overheads, but  do  not  release the  programmer from the  task  of 

specifying the program logic, which consumes the main portion of programming time and 

also is the major source of difficult bugs.

Our work aims to minimize the demands a formalism imposes on the programmer 

of geometric subroutines other than what is inherent in the problem itself. Our approach 
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frees the programmer from syntactic constraints and generates logically correct programs 

automatically from program descriptions in the form of diagrams. To write a program, the 

programmer simply draws a few diagrams to depict the problem context and specifies all 

the necessary parameters through menu operations. 

Diagrams are succinct, easy to learn, and intuitive to use. They are much easier to 

modify than code, and they help the user visualize and analyze the problem, in addition to 

providing information to the computer. Furthermore, diagrams describe a situation rather 

than a task and thus are reusable for different tasks—in general, a single diagram can 

generate many programs.  For  these  reasons,  we  have  chosen diagrams as  the  main 

specification mechanism. 

In addition, we leverage the power of automatic inference to reason about diagrams 

and generic components—the building blocks of our programs—and discover the logic for 

assembling these components into correct programs. To facilitate inference, symbolic facts 

encode entities present in the diagrams, their spatial relationships, and the preconditions 

and effects of reusable components. We have developed a reference implementation and 

tested it on a number of real-world examples to demonstrate the feasibility and efficacy of 

our approach.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It has been recognized from the beginning of the computing age that computer software is 

as crucial to the ultimate utility of a computer system as computer hardware. Yet as the 

performance of hardware is experiencing spectacular growth, our technology for handling 

the complexity of software programs lags behind. A principal bottleneck in programming 

has always been the programmer. Humans have certain natural limitations that hinder their 

ability to program in the traditional sense, not the least of which is that they operate very 

differently from the machines they have to work with. Despite the advances in software 

technology,  the  basic  reality  for  the  programmer  trying  to  solve  a  problem remains 

unchanged: the expression of a solution in a very different form from that in which the 

problem is stated originally. The goal of automatic programming (AP) is solving a problem 

by merely stating it, in a form most natural to it. If successful, AP will revolutionize the 

way computers are used. Unfortunately, this is so far mostly wishful thinking, and perhaps 

will remain so for a long time. Over the years, AP researchers have learned to be modest in 

their aims and focus on more restricted tasks. One common approach has been to limit 

one's attention to a narrow problem domain that offers special bonuses to AP. Our work 

follows this path. We want to automatically generate programs specialized for a class of 

geometrical  calculations  that  are  important  subcomponents  for  many  real  world 

applications. Furthermore, here we see the rare opportunity of fully automatic program 

generation from minimal specifications. 

The use of diagrams makes possible a highly concise way to write certain programs. 

To  start  the  diagramming process, our  system,  GeoGram, provides  basic  geometrical 

entities such as  points,  lines, and circles. More importantly,  however,  it  supports  new 

constructions in precise spatial relationships with existing entities (e.g. making a circle 
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given a point and a line so that the circle is centered at the point and tangent to the line). 

These  constructions  will  enable  the  modeling  of  complex  geometrical  situations. 

Furthermore, the range of possible constructions is not fixed by the system but limited only 

by its available constructor methods. These methods are shared components that are also 

reusable in the synthesized programs. 

GeoGram manages both entities in a diagram and symbolic facts about them. The 

facts are the starting point of automated inference. Our system uses these facts, together 

with  geometrical axioms and  formal  descriptions  of  reusable generic  procedures, to 

conduct inferences that result in  the automatic  composition of programs.  In particular, 

forward-chaining  is  used  to  draw  straightforward conclusions  that  are  likely  to  be 

repeatedly referenced  later.  Several  forms  of  knowledge  are  present  in  the  system, 

including equations that capture quantitative constraints like that on the inner angles of a 

triangle. 

GeoGram produces the correct program automatically, in several target languages 

including C, Java, and Lisp. It helps the user choose among multiple data representations, 

specify datatypes, and convert between unit systems. GeoGram greatly simplifies the cost 

and complexity of programming tasks while providing an environment for geometrical 

modeling.

The organization of this dissertation is as follows. In the next chapter we discuss 

previous works related to the automatic generation of programs. Chapter 3 outlines the 

approach taken in  this  work. Due to  the  interactive nature of  the task, an illustrative 

example is given in Chapter 4 to help develop intuition about the solution process. In 

Chapter 5, we describe in detail the components of our system and the algorithms behind 

them. Chapter 6 provides more examples to further expound the features of our system. In 

Chapter  7,  we  discuss  the  issues  to  be  encountered  in  developing  an  automatic 

programming system like ours and explain how they are addressed in our approach. In 

Chapter 8,  we present some ideas  for  future work.  Finally,  Chapter 9  concludes our 

discussion.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

Much of recent work in automatic programming involves a  number of closely related 

concepts.  They  include:  application  generators,  domain-specific  languages,  graphical 

programming, component reuse, generic programming, and knowledge-based systems. 

2.1 Domain-Specific Generators

An application generator, or simply generator, is a metaprogramming system that takes in a 

high-level  description  outlining  a  problem and produces a  solution  in  the  form of  a 

program. Typically the program itself is written in a high-level programming language like 

C++. Leverage is gained because writing the description is much easier than writing the 

program itself, often to the extent that someone not skilled in programming can do it 

effectively.  Conversely,  achieving this leverage is  crucial to the success of a particular 

generator. Therefore, the high-level description is often specified in a language tailored for 

the intended type of problems. Such a language, called a domain-specific language (DSL), 

allows  the  user  to  talk  in  domain  terms,  which  are  more  meaningful  than  general 

programming constructs  and thus can say more with less. In addition,  a generator can 

improve the quality of the generated program due to the elimination of programmer errors 

and domain-specific  optimizations. 

The translation from the DSL description to the final code can be fully automatic, or 

it may require intervention from a qualified user. A classical example in this latter approach 

is  Draco,  a  framework for  developing  generators for  particular  application  domains 

[Nei84]. It applies transformations and refinements to translate the requirement given by 

the user into a working program, but human guidance is needed in the process. Draco is a 

pioneer in the domain-specific approach, however, it  does not provide a domain-specific 
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language, but requires a system analyst to interface between the user and the system. As a 

result, the user cannot write programs independently unless he is trained in the generation 

technology. 

Another semi-automatic programming system is KIDS, a generator most suited for 

synthesizing programs performing combinatorial search [Smi90]. To write a program, the 

user needs to create a domain theory, write a logical description of the problem, and guide 

the system through a series of algorithm, optimization, and data structure choices. To use 

the system effectively, the user needs high proficiency in logic both to describe the domain 

and the problem and to work with the intermediate forms. In addition, the refinement 

process could be long and intricate, requiring the user to make choices along the way for 

the proper algorithms, data structures, and optimization techniques. Thus it shares Draco's 

problem of a high technical requirement on the user. Finally, KIDS uses a general-purpose 

inference engine and therefore suffers combinatorial explosion problem when a solution 

can only be found with relatively deep inference. 

There has been an attempt to widen the range of problems KIDS can handle through 

a taxonomy of abstract design theories,  thus making it  less tied to individual domains 

[Smi96][SriJ95]. But the tendency is subdividing the programming task into an increasing 

number of  discrete steps and formalizing  each into  a  theory,  resulting  an  even more 

complex formal process. 

Though a powerful tool in the hands of the highly trained, KIDS is of less help to 

the general user, who may be a domain expert but without CS training or programming 

skill. To such a user, a fully automatic generator is more welcome. There are quite a few 

such systems in practice, one example is SciNapse, which generates programs to simulate 

partial differential equations in C or Fortran from concise textual descriptions [AkeKR97]. 

The program is generated through a series of transformations governed by parameters, 

which decide the choice of discretization method, algorithm, data structure, I/O format and 

so on. The user only has to specify the key parameters such as the partial  differential 

equation to simulate, boundary conditions, and initial values, and the system will infer the 

rest by constraint propagation. When a choice cannot be uniquely decided by constraints 
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alone, the system will apply heuristics or default values to make an automatic selection. As 

a result, the user's input is minimized and a small description can result in a large program. 

The system has been extended to synthesize Monte Carlo simulations. The SciFinance 

system  is  a  commercial  product  in  finance  for  the  pricing  of  derivative  securities 

[AkeBK00]. 

Draco, KIDS, and SciNapse all generate target programs through refinement, where 

an initial outline given in a DSL is incrementally transformed into the desired program. The 

process may need human guidance or may run automatically. If it is fully automatic, all the 

choices during the  assembly of  the  target  program are either  embedded in  the initial 

specification,  or,  with  a  good  characterization  of  the  domain and  effective inference, 

deduced without explicit statement. In a suitable domain, this approach combines ease of 

specification, especially when fully automatic, with tractability of the task of synthesizing 

the desired program. 

Some generators take other approaches. For example, plan-based techniques have 

been proposed by various researchers [BaxDiss][BhaH93]. They have been applied to the 

domain  of  mechanical  CAD to synthesize  geometric  constraint  satisfaction  routines 

[BhaKH96][BhaH98]. The  method  works in two phases, during  the  first  of  which,  a 

planner generates skeletal  plan  fragments from descriptions  of  the  geometric objects, 

constraints, and constraint-preserving actions; and during the second, these fragments are 

elaborated to handle exception conditions. The synthesized routines can be used by CAD 

programs to ensure geometric objects are properly constrained. 

A third approach capitalizes on logic deduction to construct the desired program. 

Here a domain theory is developed that encodes knowledge of the domain in logic. When 

the user describes a  situation and the problem to be solved, the system translates the 

description into logical propositions and the problem into a hypothesis. Then it tries to 

prove the hypothesis from the propositions and the domain theory. Care is taken that the 

proof  is  constructive,  so  that  upon  finding  a  proof,  a  program can  be  automatically 

extracted from it. A classical example of this approach is Amphion. 

Amphion is a system that generates programs calculating solar-system astronomy 
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from a subroutine library [StiWL94]. The user's specification, in the form of a graphical 

network, is  translated into a  theorem and proved constructively against  axioms of the 

domain theory and descriptions of library subroutines. A program is then extracted from the 

proof. Amphion uses a general-purpose theorem prover to construct the proof needed to 

generate the program. As in the case of KIDS, the combinatorial explosion problem is also 

present here. Amphion's success comes to a large extent from tuning the theorem prover 

with domain-specific heuristics. The resulting performance boost makes it practical to use 

the system on real-world problems. Another main factor contributing to its success is the 

use of predefined subroutines to simplify the task of program synthesis, which we will 

discuss in a later section.

  Amphion shows the worth of domain specificity. Not only does it  allow shorter 

descriptions  and easier implementation  of  generators, but  it  can greatly speed up  the 

generator through domain-specific control strategies. In addition, the generated programs 

can also be made more efficient by optimizations particular to the domain. Therefore it has 

been said most of the value of a generator is in capturing domain abstractions [Yan04].

The importance of domain specificity is also demonstrated by a follow-up effort in 

order  to  generalize  Amphion  into  a  domain independent framework,  which  ran  into 

difficulty [RoaBL97]. The bottleneck here is again performance, aggravated in this case by 

the inability to apply domain specific optimizations. It has been attempted to automatically 

transform declarative domain theories into efficient, domain-specific decision procedures, 

but this  requires a high degree of expertise, a great deal of time, and proves to be hard. 

Moreover, the construction of decision procedures can be automated only to some extent, 

and the integration of these procedures with the general-purpose theorem prover has been 

difficult and unmaintainable [Roa02].

While  the  advantages of  focusing  on  individual  domains are  indubitable,  the 

downside is  that lessons learned from one successful  implementation cannot be easily 

generalized, precisely because they depend on the structure of a particular domain. For 

example, the authors of  [BhaH98] admit that it is  not clear how much of their ideas are 

applicable  in  other  domains.  This  means there  is  no  catch-all  solution  for  automatic 
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program synthesis. But given the inherent difficulty of the task, one would expect such a 

situation.  In  fact,  even when restricted to  a  particular  domain, the  task  of  automatic 

programming remains difficult if we attempt to synthesize programs from first principles. 

This has led to the use of bigger building blocks in the form of reusable components.

2.2 Component Reuse and Generic Programming 

A  component  is  a  functional  unit  in  a  larger  program.  Component  reuse  aims  at 

implementing a component just once and reusing it whenever its functionality is needed by 

a program. In addition, it is desirable if the component is both small enough for a human to 

implement efficiently and large enough to encode substantial logic. The standard example 

of a component is a subroutine, or a method in an object-oriented language, but it can also 

be a metaprogramming construct like a program template, which can be specialized into 

many concrete programs. Here we enter the realm of generic programming, which aims to 

enhance reuse through greater parameterization and de-coupling computation from data 

representation. 

If  most  of  the  programming  logic  for  solving  a  class  of  problems  can  be 

encapsulated within a  collection of reusable components, the generator's job is  greatly 

simplified since now it  suffices only to  'glue' components  together with simple logic. 

Consequently, many generators take advantage of reusable components: Amphion draws 

from a subroutine library so that it can focus on generating linear code blocks; SciNapse 

uses algorithm templates and library routines to express reusable procedural knowledge; 

the CAD solvers depend on human-written support routines.

One obstacle to reusing an existing procedure is data structure incompatibility. The 

use of  generic procedures defined on abstract data types mitigates the problem to a degree, 

but this  may not  be enough when the data come from a  source unanticipated by  the 

software developer. [Nov95] and [Nov97] introduce a technique to apply generic programs 

to independently designed data, increasing the flexibility of code reuse. For example, now 

we can treat a Christmas tree as a cone or a pipe as two circles. A generator is developed to 

replace the tedious task of manually writing wrapper objects, which are normally needed 
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for such effects, with automatic code generation. The resulting code is also more efficient 

because the generic procedures are specialized and optimized at compile time to operate 

directly on the user data.

Reuse can occur at higher levels too. In fact, a generator itself is an instance of 

reuse: the domain analysis and the system design are reused every time a  program is 

constructed  by  the  system [Nei84]. The  criteria  for  effective  reuse and  the  technical 

challenges are discussed in depth in [Kru92] and [Mil95].

2.3 Graphical Programming

Though not necessarily graphical, DSLs tend to be more so than average because a visual 

representation, when suitable, is often more intuitive and concise than the corresponding 

textual form. Some of the examples we gave above can generate programs from diagrams. 

Amphion lets the user describe the problem instance as a two-dimensional network of facts, 

with constants and variables as nodes and predicates represented by tagged arrows. This 

gives a graphical, though still rather detail-oriented, specification mechanism. The system 

described in [Nov95] also uses a graphical interface to map between properties defined for 

the generic type and those of the user type. 

Just as graphs can represent many things, visual programming systems are diverse 

in  their  use  of  graphics  and operate on  different levels.  Commonly,  as  in  LabVIEW 

[Labvu], graphs consist of nodes representing functions and links corresponding to data 

flows. Together they specify the logic of computation. Though clearer than raw text, they 

still require the user to implement the program rather than simply to describe the problem. 

Historically, ThingLab was among the first visual programming environments [Bor81]. It 

allows the user to define graphical objects such as elements in an electrical circuit and 

specify constraints.

GP is  a more advanced graphical programming  system that specializes programs 

for use with data from the Web [Nov09]. In this system, the diagram abstracts very high 

level functions so that by only connecting a few boxes, a whole program is specified. The 

links between boxes represent not data flow as in LabVIEW, but bi-directional design-time 
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information such as types. This information is used to infer constraints between the boxes. 

This, together with a complementary system that can capture and understand data from the 

Web, allows the user to quickly create programs for customized data analysis.

2.4 Knowledge-Based Systems

Another enabling technology is the use of declarative knowledge to increase the flexibility 

and power of a system. Instead of writing everything as code, some part of the system can 

be expressed declaratively as  knowledge, which is  more readable and much easier to 

change and expand. As a result, it is easier to adapt a knowledge-based generator to the 

need of a particular user or enlarge it with new capabilities. For example, to incorporate a 

new component into the system, we only need to add its description into the knowledge 

base; there is no need to re-program the system. Knowledge is also a natural way to encode 

domain information and enables automated inference, which is key to the success of a 

generator. The more the generator can derive by itself, the less the user has to specify and 

the more leverage there is from using the generator. Consequently, many generators use a 

knowledge  base  to  encode the  domain  theory,  the  problem instance,  descriptions  of 

reusable components, available design choices, rules for making these choices, and rules 

for  optimization.   As  an  early  example,  PECOS is  a  knowledge-based system  that 

specializes abstract programs by refinement using rules encoding programming knowledge 

[Bar77]. More recent examples include KIDS, SciNapse, and Amphion.

2.5 Software Product Lines

A software product line is a family of similar applications derived from a common store of 

reusable components. The concept of a family of products is inherent in all generators since 

each  attempts  to  solve  not  one  but  a  class  of  related  problems  from  a  common 

infrastructure, and the reuse of domain abstractions and design choices ensure that the 

generated programs will share many common features. However, when explicitly applied, 

this term usually denotes generators intended for software configuration. In this domain, 

the user faces the task of configuring an application possessing the right set of features. 
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Programs in  the  same product  line  will  differ  from each other  by  the  features they 

implement and will be assembled by selecting the appropriate components from  a library 

of features. Compared to a traditional unit of code like a procedure, a feature describes an 

aspect of the program's behavior, for instance, whether to output debugging information, or 

the precision of internal calculations. In practice a feature may be implemented by many 

code fragments scattered across  the whole application,  and generating a  program  may 

require weaving many features together [Gri00]. In general this is a very hard task, though 

systems exist to synthesize code for various products from network protocols [HutP91], to 

file systems  [HeiP93], to  container data structures  [BatT97]. These separate works are 

unified  into a  methodology called GenVoca in  [BatG97]. For each particular domain, 

components are grouped into 'realms', with those in the same realm having the same feature 

and  therefore interchangeable. The user describes a desired system configuration through a 

type equation: a linear formula listing the required features. The system will first verify the 

feasibility of this configuration by checking it against a predefined grammar and a set of 

design rules. If feasible, the system proceeds to compose a program implementing exactly 

that set of features. AHEAD, a follow up work, can handle noncode artifacts like makefiles 

or documents in addition to source code [BatSR04]. 

The work on product lines aims to make customizing software easy. The user's task 

of configuring a new program should be like buying a new computer, specifying the CPU, 

memory, graphic card, monitor, and so on; while the generator assembles these components 

into a working system. And just like in the hardware analogy, plug-compatibility is crucial. 

Ideally, by considering a linear (or so) number of basic interactions between components, a 

combinatorial number of configurations can be correctly implemented. Otherwise the task 

of writing the generator becomes complicated, and in the worst case it has to explicitly 

consider all possible combinations of features. As [Nov00] demonstrates, even in a small 

program the various aspects can be tightly woven together, making the worst case scenario 

a real possibility. Another difficulty is that writing a feature component may be harder than 

writing a procedure since a feature may involve many code snippets from different part of a 

(yet  non-existent)  program. Nonetheless,  the  concept of  product lines underscores the 
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frequent need in practice for software customization. In such a case, we need a way to 

concisely  specify  how  to  configure  the  application  and  validate  the  legality  of  a 

configuration  request.  The  combination  of  type  equations  and  grammar/rule-based 

validation given by GenVoca offers a solution to this problem.  

2.6 Transformational Systems

The benefit of application generators is often offset by their development cost. Works such 

as intentional programming, generative programming, or the design maintenance system 

attempt to provide infrastructural support that makes implementing new generators easier. 

Intentional  programming  [Sim95][AitDK98]  represents  a  specification  as  an 

abstract  syntax  tree  and  applies  transformations  to  manipulate  it.  A domain-specific 

language  is  implemented as  a  collection  of  transformations.  The  system  schedules 

transformations  based on dependencies that  are discovered dynamically (that is,  while 

transformations are being applied). It is fully backtracking: transformations that have been 

performed out of order can be rolled back and re-applied after all their dependencies are 

satisfied.

Generative programming  [CzaEG00][CzaE00] reiterates the value of  DSLs and 

generic components in generator development. It proposes to augment software libraries 

with  a  mechanism  to  generate and  optimize  code  from  domain-specific  abstractions. 

Transformations  are implemented using C++ templates. Examples are given for  array 

optimization, matrix computation, and extensible compilation.

The design maintenance system  [BaxP97][BaxPM04] is another transformational 

environment for manipulating programs represented as flow graphs. It is based on the idea 

that the most valuable result of a software development effort is not the produced code, but 

the design information. With a complete description of the design choices in the form of 

transformations,  and  an  adequate  transformation  engine,  the  code  can  be  derived 

automatically. Thus, the object of software engineering should be on design information 

rather than on code, and updates should be expressed as design decisions and automatically 

propagated into the software implementation. This is  akin to the idea of model-driven 
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software development.

2.7 Model-Driven Development

Model-driven development is another proposal to raise the level of abstraction in software 

development and maintenance. Code is complemented, and replaced when possible, by 

higher  level  models,  with  the  goal  of  both  simplifying  and  standardizing  (so  that 

automation is possible) the various activities comprising the software life cycle [HaiT06]. 

Though the move toward higher abstraction is also apparent in DSLs, here the aim is more 

ambitious in the hope to  develop a  general-purpose formalism that rivals a traditional 

programming language in expressive power. The result is a language such as UML 2. To 

cover a broad range of modelling needs, UML 2 has grown to incredible complexity. Not 

only is the resulting language difficult to use due to its size, but it sacrifices semantics for 

generality. As a result, it is often necessary to retain lower level artifacts such as code to 

fully  describe  a  software  product.  This  raises  the  difficult  problem  of  maintaining 

consistency  across  multiple  representations  and  has  proved  a  real  pain  in  practice. 

Moreover, even when the problem is expressible in UML 2, the lack of semantics means 

that the models themselves tend to be very detailed, resulting in complexity approaching 

raw code. For these reasons, many people feel the idea of a universal modelling language 

impractical and have opted for languages tailored for individual needs. This leads us back 

to domain-specific generators.

2.8 Dynamic Geometry Systems

We want to also mention a number of applications written in recent years that allow easy 

construction of geometric objects and let the user explore geometric properties by free-

dragging, animation, loci generation, etc. Some have advanced facilities to prove theorems. 

Though mostly posited as educational software, they are potentially useful in any setting 

where visual geometry is of  help. Although none of these systems can generate executable 

programs, they are comparable in  functionality to  the front end of our  system, which 

collects drawings from the user and translates them into symbolic facts. Thus advances in 
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this area can benefit our user interface design. Since there are numerous implementations, 

we will be content with a few typical examples.

The Geometer's Sketchpad is among the most popular dynamic geometry systems. 

It lets the user draw diagrams consisting of both unconstrained constructions (such as free 

points)  and  dependent  constructions  (such  as  lines  through  pairs  of  points  or  line 

intersection points) [Gepad]. The user can then manipulate the diagram, such as moving the 

position  of  free  points,  and  explore  its  properties  in  novel  ways  since  dependent 

constructions  dynamically update at  interactive rates.  Its  main function is  to  perform 

visualization, with limited ability to take numeric measurements off the diagram (such as 

distance between two points and angle between two lines). 

Cinderella  is  another popular software, but geared toward more advanced users 

[Cinde]. It is notable for its inclusion of a randomized theorem checker, which can identify 

potential  geometry theorems about a  given construction by searching for  instances of 

counter-examples. The algorithm  has a high probability of finding a counter-example for 

non-theorems. 

As another example, Geometry Explorer can, in addition to constructing interactive 

diagrams, visualize geometry  theorems automatically generated through  the  full-angle 

method  [WilF05].  To  do  so,  diagrams are  organized into  directed-acyclic  graphs that 

visualize the facts and reasoning steps used in the proof. It  is mainly conceived as an 

interface to a back end theorem prover to illustrate theorems.

Finally, Geometry Expert is both a dynamic geometry system and an automated 

geometry theorem prover  [ChoGZ00]. As a dynamic geometry system, it can be used to 

build interactive diagrams to assist teaching and learning of various mathematical concepts. 

As  an  automated reasoning system, it  employs various methods  for  the  discovery of 

readable proofs, including the revolutionary technique presented in [Cho87]. A new version 

of  the  program,  MMP/Geometer,  can  construct  geometric  diagrams  automatically 

[GaoL04].
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2.9 Automatic Diagram Generation 

We have seen some of the dynamic geometry systems like MMP/Geometer have the ability 

to generate diagrams from a textual description. This is in a sense the reverse of the normal 

diagramming task, which translates diagrams into textual constraints. Nonetheless, drawing 

from description sometimes let us build more complicated objects more easily since such 

objects are either impossible to draw incrementally, or require a great number of steps. 

Thus automatic diagram generation enhances a system's modelling ability in geometry. The 

relevant techniques are surveyed in [Gao99].
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Chapter 3

Our Approach: Programming as Modeling

It is commonly recognized that there is a hierarchy in computer systems. It is grounded on 

hardware,  and  grows  upward  through  increasing  abstractions  in  software:  machine 

languages, assembly languages, high-level  languages. Since the invention of high-level 

programming languages, there have been many attempts to stack even higher. But despite 

advances like OOP, and despite powerful interpreted languages like Lisp or Python, there is 

still a significant gap between the programmer and the programming environment. Our 

work tries  to  add another layer  on  top  of  the  existing  hierarchy,  in  a  subdomain of 

geometrical computing, by the automatic  generation of efficient programs from easily-

constructed domain models. 

 The traditional notion of solving problems with computers requires the specification 

of the computational logic in a machine-oriented format. There are practical limitations that 

lend truth to this belief, but it implies that the programmer has to think and speak like 

machines. In an ideal system, the programmer should do no more than specifying the 

problem and the background situation—an activity we call modeling—before obtaining a 

solution. Although a generic system of this nature is far from reality, we try to replace 

conventional programming with modeling for a useful class of geometrical computations. 

The modeling process still  requires clear thinking on the user's part, but the work now 

involves only conception—not implementation. To achieve leverage, our models should be 

able to  express the computation more effectively than traditional programming, which 

should be possible because humans are naturally good with diagrams and routinely use 

them to solve problems in geometry. Diagrams compare favorably with existing tools: They 

are succinct, easy to learn, and intuitive to use. They are much easier to modify than code. 

They help the user visualize and analyze the problem, in addition to providing information 
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to the system. And they describe a situation rather than a task and are thus reusable for 

different tasks—one diagram can generate many programs. Therefore, we believe diagrams 

give us an essential advantage, and we have made diagrams the main modeling tool in our 

system, where the user programs by interacting with diagrams and menus.

The benefit of diagrams can be further enhanced by the automatic derivation of 

facts, which indicate the types of objects in the diagram, their spatial relationships, and 

even add new objects to the diagram. Thus the user can encode lots of information by 

drawing a simple diagram. The inferred facts are also essential in finding correct programs 

for the intended computation. This inference is enabled by an internal, customizable theory 

of geometry.

Reusable components will also play an essential role in our approach. In a sense, 

the success of our system comes from making software reuse practical and simple. We have 

built our system on geometry libraries written by professor Novak [12].
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Chapter 4

A Walk-Through Example

We first walk through an example problem to demonstrate the solution process of our 

system. The Rope World problem is  given in Chapter 13 of  Programming Challenges 

[SkiM]. According to the UVa Online Judge website [Rland], this problem has a solve rate 

of roughly 10%, one of the lowest. In short, two groups of players hold two ends of a rope 

in a game of rope-pulling that takes place in a large hall room that has a large round pillar 

in the middle. So if two groups are on the opposite side of the pillar, their pulled rope will 

not be in a straight line. But if they are both to one side of the pillar, the rope will be 

straight. Due to a shortage of ropes, we need to find out, given the position of the two 

groups and the center and radius of the pillar, the minimum length of rope required by them 

to start rope-pulling. The position of each group is assumed to be represented by a point. 
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Illustration 1: Situation when two groups 
have the round pillar between them. The 
pulled rope is never a straight line

Illustration 2: Situation when the 
two groups don’t have the round 
pillar between them



We start by introducing the user interface. We have implemented our Graphical 

User Interface with an emphasis  on function. The user is  able to  make drawings and 

synthesize programs through three menus located at the corners of the window. At the top-

right corner, we have the Draw menu for the drawing of figures. At the top-left corner, we 

have the Program menu for producing programs. Finally, at the bottom-left corner, we have 

the Control menu, which manipulates figures and controls system-wide parameters. The 

relevant  menu  commands  will  be  described  incrementally  during  the  course  of  our 

examples. The drawing interface is a significant extension of Novak's draw program, which 

offers only basic drawing abilities.
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Illustration 3: Modeler Window

Draw
Program

Control



To model the initial situation of the rope world problem, we have drawn a circle and 

two points to represent the pillar and the two groups of pullers. In each case, we add a 

figure by clicking on the relevant picture (circle or dot) in the Draw menu and then click in 

the white drawing space where we intend to put the figure. Notice that when drawing the 

circle, the center point P1 is added by the system automatically since it is a useful reference 

point.
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Illustration 4: Rope World

Click to draw a point

Click to draw a circle



Now we model the rope that is being pulled. When the rope is wrapped around the 

pillar, we can divide it into three sections: one section wraps around the pillar, the other 

two, which we shall draw first, run tightly between the two groups of pullers and the side 

of the pillar.

To add such a tight section, we have clicked on and highlighted the pillar and one 

group and clicked on the Construction button in the Draw menu (the wheel icon). A menu 

pops up, offering us to select what to draw. In general, the options are determined by what 

shapes the system is able to draw and what are highlighted on screen. In this case, the 

system can draw two things from a point and a circle: (1) a line segment from the given 

point to the closest point on the circle and (2) a line segment tangent to the circle from the 

given point to the point of tangency. The latter of these two is what we need.
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Illustration 5: Adding a Rope Section

The Popup Menu

The Construction Button



Clicking on the second choice, we are offered to choose again. This time we have a 

picture menu to indicate the two possibilities. In general, a line passing through a point and 

tangent to a circle can be drawn in two ways, corresponding, in our example, to whether to 

wrap the rope from above the pillar or from under it.  The slopes of the two choices 

visualizes the difference.
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Illustration 6: Picture Selection Menu

The Picture Menu



Suppose we choose to wrap from the above. We would click on the first picture 

selection and the result is shown here. The system discovers the point at which the rope 

touches the pillar by computing the tangent point between the line L1 and the circle. 
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Illustration 7: Taut Section Added



Now we add the other taut section in the same manner.
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Illustration 8: Second Tight Rope Section Added



The middle section that wraps around the pillar is modeled as an arc on the circle. 

To define an arc, we need the circle it lies on and the two end points. In our example, they 

are C1, P5, and P4. By highlighting them and clicking on the Construction button, we have 

defined the arc, ARC1, between P4 and P5. Notice that we could have defined the other, 

complementary arc by simply highlighting the two end points in the reverse order.
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Illustration 9: Arc Defined

The Arc



Now all  three sections of the rope are modeled, assuming the rope is  wrapped 

around the top. This is the correct way if the situation of rope pulling is exactly as shown in 

the diagram. However, we want to generate a solution that works in general. So we also 

need to model the case when wrapping from below gives a shorter rope usage. But this is 

modeled in exactly the same way as wrapping from above and only the final result is given 

here.
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Illustration 10: Above and Below



It is often the case that on top of the minimal drawing that depicts the problem, we 

need to define some additional figures that help the system “think” about the problem. In 

general, the amount of drawing depends on the power of the library of solvers. With more 

able solvers, less drawing is needed. Let's suppose we have only one equation in the system 

that can compute the length of an arc:

Arc = Radius * Center_Angle

Radius is a given parameter in our problem, but the center angle does not yet exist in our 

system. We need to define it before we can use the equation. And to define an angle, we 

need two converging lines. We now add these three figures to our diagram. They are: radius 

L5, radius L6, and angle A1. Once the center angle is defined, the system can automatically 

compute it from the given parameters. The adding of radii is also welcome since we need at 

least one radius to represent that input parameter.
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Illustration 11: Center Angle Defined



We need to do the same for the lower rope.
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Illustration 12: The Same for the Lower Rope



We are almost done. The one case we haven't considered so far is when the rope 

goes straight from one group to the other without touching the pillar. But this is easily 

modeled by the line segment between P2 and P3. In the next diagram, we have added this 

line and also marked the four input variables: the location of the center of the pillar P1; the 

locations of the two groups of pullers, P2 and P3; and the radius of pillar L5. This is done 

by highlighting the relevant figures and clicking the “Input” command in the Program 

menu. 
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Illustration 13: Input Paramaters Marked

Mark Input



Finally, we proceed to define the output parameter, which is either the smaller of the 

length of the upper rope and that of the lower rope, or the length of the straight rope from 

P2 to P3, depending on whether the rope is wrapped around the pillar. The length of the 

upper rope is the sum of the lengths of L1, ARC1, and L2. We can define a formula to 

calculate this sum by highlighting these three figures and click “Apply Op” in the Program 

menu. 
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Illustration 14: Operator Selection

Select among the 
Operators



We choose “+” from the popup selection menu and then place the formula F1 = (+ 

L1 ARC1 L2) in the drawing space as a round-cornered box. 
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Illustration 15: One Formula Added

Formula for the 
Upper Rope



In the same manner, we define the length of the lower rope F2 = (+ L3 ARC2 L4) 

and F3 = (MIN F1 F2). F3 would be the solution to the rope world problem, if the rope 

touches the pillar.
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Illustration 16: Second Formula Added

Minimum of F1 
and F2

Formula for the 
Lower Rope



The other case is when the rope goes straight from P2 to P3 without touching the 

pillar. We need to define a test for this situation. We have highlighted P2, P3, and C1 and 

clicked on the “Apply Pred” command in the Program menu. This pops up a window 

displaying the available tests that run on two points and a circle.
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Illustration 17: Defining a Test

Select among 
Tests



Selecting the test we want, we put the icon for the generated test on screen.
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Illustration 18: Test Defined

The Test



Finally,  we can define the output variable F5. It  is  computed by a  conditional 

statement: if  the  rope intersects the  pillar,  we  take its  length to  be  the  minimum of 

wrapping around the pillar above or below; otherwise, the rope does not touch the pillar 

and the length is the straight line distance between the two groups of pullers. We have 

marked F5 as the (sole) output variable.
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Illustration 19: The Final Diagram

Final Result for 
Rope Length

Mark Output



Now the problem is completely modeled and the input and output are marked. We 

only  need to click on the “Program” command in  the Program menu to  synthesize a 

solution. When a solution is found, we will see a popup menu for configuring the  newly 

generated program. The system automatically fills in a name for the program and chooses 

the type and units for the parameters. For example, lengths are stored as real numbers and 

measured in meters and points are represented as vectors that are also measured in meters. 

GeoGram has a very useful facility to handle unit conversions automatically using GLISP 

unit  conversions  [Nov95b].  Thus we can choose to  take  inputs  measured in  feet  and 

produce results in meters. Here we have chosen to name our program “RopeWorld” and to 

measure the lengths  of input L5 and the output  in  feet and all  others in  meters.  The 

resulting program in Lisp and in C are given in Appendix D.4.
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Illustration 20: Program Configuration

The Program 
Configuration Menu

The Program 
Command



Chapter 5

GeoGram

GeoGram consists  of four parts:  the Modeler,  the Geometer,  the Programmer,  and the 

knowledge base of geometric facts, GeoFacts. The user directly interacts with the Modeler, 

drawing diagrams and writing programs. The Modeler adds relevant facts to GeoFacts, the 

Geometer monitors these facts and asserts new facts, and the Programmer uses these facts 

to synthesize programs.  Finally,  the Modeler can display the result  of  executing these 

programs through traces.
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Illustration 21: System Components

Modeler

Geometer

Programmer

GeoFacts



5.1 Modeler

The  Modeler  interacts  with  the  user,  allowing  the  user  to  draw diagrams,  generate 

programs, and visualize results through traces. This is the code that lies behind the User 

Interface we have seen in the previous example. 

5.1.1 Geoms

We define a diagram as a collection of geometric objects (abbreviated as geoms). Geoms 

are the computational entities that underlie the figures on screen. If we can define a geom 

without having to define other geoms beforehand, such a geom is called basic. Basic geoms 

can be directly drawn from the drawing menu. At present, the Modeler can draw points, 

line segments, triangles, polylines, and circles as basic geoms. On the other hand, if a geom 

requires other,  more basic geoms to be defined before it  can be defined, we call  it  a 

dependent geom, and these more basic geoms are called the basis for that dependent geom. 

Dependent geoms are defined using the Wheel button in the drawing menu. Once defined, 

a dependent geom can in turn be the basis of other geoms.
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5.1.2 Constructors

When a set of basis geoms are highlighted on screen and the Wheel button clicked, the 

Modeler  will  examine  all  available  constructors  to  find  out  what  constructions  are 

available. The constructors are declared through method declarations, which are gathered 

in a lookup table that can be easily expanded by adding new entries. A method declaration 

is of the form

  (method ?result = <method call>
  <pretty name clause>
  <signature clause>
  <precondition clause>
  <test clause>)

Here ?result is  a  variable  denoting  the  geom produced (variable  names are 

prefixed by question marks and bound to symbols in GeoFacts); <method call> is  a 

native function call that, once executed, produces the geom to be constructed; <pretty 
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name clause> begins with the keyword pname and specifies a string that can be used in 

menus; <signature clause> begins with the keyword sig and specifies the type of ?

result and the types of the arguments to <method call>;  <precondition clause> 

begins with the keyword when and specifies symbolically when the method can be legally 

applied;  and <test clause> is  similar  to <precondition clause> except  that  its 

conditions are verified by executing code on the diagram instance, i.e. the arguments to the 

test are replaced by their values in the current diagram. A <test clause> begins with the 

keyword test. (Appendix A.1 lists all the constructors declarations and native constructor 

functions.) As an example, we have a method for defining a perpendicular projection – a 

line segment from a point to a given line segment and perpendicular to it.

  (method ?ls = (pline ?p1 ?ln)
  (pname "Perpendicular Line from a Point to a Line")
  (sig
      (?ls line-seg)
      (?p1 point)
      (?ln line-seg))
  (test (not (gg-lineseg-throughp (value-from-diagram ?ln)

                                  (value-from-diagram ?p1)))) )

Here ?ls denotes the resulting geom and pline is the name of the native function 

that  takes a  point  and a  line segment and produces the perpendicular  projection. The 

precondition clause is absent here, but the test clause is present to rule out the case when 

the point lies on the given line segment. Here we have a special function value-from-

diagram that takes the name of a geom and measures its value in the diagram on screen. In 

the case of a point, it returns a vector indicating its position; in the case of a line segment, it 

returns its length. This way we can run the method on data instances from the diagram. 
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This constructor will become available in the following situation, where we have 

already defined a line segment and a point directly from the menu. The “Context Sensitive 

Choices” section provides more discussion on constructor availability.
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5.1.3 Multi-Step Selections

Now if we highlight both the point and the line segment (the order does not matter) and 

click on the Wheel button, we get a popup menu to select the  type of the new geom, 

offering choice between a circle and a line segment. This is because multiple constructions 

exist for the given basis (a line segment and a point) and a pre-screening step will help that 

rules out irrelevant choices. In our example, we select the second choice, a line segment.
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Now we are offered a second popup menu for the actual construction. Here we can 

choose between either a horizontal line segment or a perpendicular one from the point to 

the given line. Our example constructor given above corresponds to the latter choice.
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Selecting it, we define the perpendicular segment.

We have chosen to support multi-step popup menus because the value of using a 

menu  is  diminished when  it  gets  too  big.  In  a  practical  application,  the  library  of 

constructions is likely to be very large, offering many choices to the user. With incremental 

prompt, we first ask the user what kind of geom is designed, then display the choices for 

only that type of construction. Multi-step selection narrows the choices down to a single 

branch, out of the tree of all possible constructions. On the other hand, if the choice is 

already unique, we can configure to define it right away. We find this approach tends to 

minimize  the  work  imposed  on  the  user.  (Appendix  A.1.3  lists  code  for  selecting 

constructors.)
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5.1.4 Picture Menus

It is possible to have additional steps hereafter. For example, as has happened during our 

Rope World example, we need a picture selection menu to resolve the ambiguity between 

the two tangent lines. 
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Picture menus are very useful when it is difficult to describe the choices textually in 

a clear way to everyone and in all diagrams, but the information inherent in the pictures 

(such as line slopes) makes understanding the choices easy. 

5.1.5 Context-Sensitive Choices

The Modeler limits the choices for construction to what actually make sense for a particular 

diagram.  To  continue with  our  previous  example, we  have highlighted point  P4  and 

segment L1. 

Although we are providing the same basis as before (a point and a line segment), 

the choice offered is different, and neither of the previous choices remain. This is because 

dividing a line segment at a point only makes sense when the point is on the line, whereas 

the horizontal projection or the perpendicular projection only make sense when the point is 
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not on the line. This helpful sensitivity is provided by the test  clause of a constructor 

declaration. If  we  examine the  declarations for  the  line  division  against  that  of  the 

perpendicular projection, we will see that their tests are the exact opposite.

  (method ?ls = (pline ?p1 ?ln)
  (pname "Perpendicular Line from a Point to a Line")
  (sig
      (?ls line-seg)
      (?p1 point)
      (?ln line-seg))
  (test (not (gg-lineseg-throughp (value-from-diagram ?ln)   
                                  (value-from-diagram ?p1)))) )

  (method ?lss = (divide ?pt ?ln)
  (pname "Divide a Line at a Point")
  (sig
      (?lss line-seg<>line-seg)
      (?pt  point)
      (?ln  line-seg))
  (test (gg-lineseg-throughp (value-from-diagram ?ln)  
                             (value-from-diagram ?pt))) )

5.1.6 Representing Geoms

When a geom is defined, it is represented both computationally and symbolically inside the 

system. Computationally  a  geom is  an object instance in  the Glisp object system and 

underlies what we see and manipulate on screen, while symbolically it appears in facts 

residing in GeoFacts, which are used by the Programmer Module. 
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As an example, in the initial diagram of the Rope World example,

we have four objects corresponding to the three points and one circle, and five symbolic 

facts:

1. (TP POINT P1)
2. (TP POINT P2)
3. (TP POINT P3)
4. (TP CIRCLE C1)
5. (CENTER C1 P1)

They declare that there are three points named P1-P3 and a circle named C1 in the diagram 

and P1 is the center of C1. As the diagram grows, so will the number of objects and facts.

5.1.7 Programs and Traces

A programming problem is specified by drawing a diagram and marking the input and 

output variables. Once defined, a program will  be generated automatically through the 

Program command. 

One useful feature of the Modeler is the ability to use (and verify) the solution at 

once by defining traces. A trace is the path traveled by a point or a line segment as the trace 

variable takes on different values. To define a trace, the user first defines a program that 
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computes the trace values, and then specifies the trace variable—which would be among 

the inputs to the program—and a range for the trace variable. The trace is then added to the 

diagram. Whenever the user moves an entity around, the trace is redrawn in real time 

together with the rest of the diagram. This helps the user develop intuition about the trace 

as a function of its defining parameters. The Chapter “More Examples” gives examples 

demonstrating the use of traces.

5.2 GeoFacts

5.2.1 Facts

GeoGram uses facts to encode in symbolic form the geoms on screen and their properties, 

which are used by the Programmer to decide which computations are legitimate in a given 

diagram.  Facts  about  objects  in  the  diagram are  stored  in  a  knowledge base  called 

GeoFacts. Facts are created in two ways: by the Modeler when a geom is defined and by 

the Geometer as the result of inference. When the user adds a new geom, the Modeler 

determines the facts immediately known  about  this  geom and adds  them to GeoFacts. 

Generally, this includes at least the type of the geom. Moreover, whenever new facts are 

added to GeoFacts, the Geometer will be invoked to perform inference on these new facts. 

A fact consists of two parts: a predicate and a list of arguments to the predicate. For 

example,  in  the fact  (TP CIRCLE C1),  TP is  the predicate and CIRCLE and C1 are 

arguments. It says that C1 is a circle. Again in the fact (CENTER C1 P1), CENTER is the 

predicate and C1 and P1 are arguments. It says the center of C1 is P1. Arguments are 

typically names of the geoms in the diagram, with the exception that in a TP fact, the first 

argument is a type name. 

Facts are added to GeoFacts automatically as the result of shape constructions, and 

the user is not expected to be familiar with them.  
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5.2.2 Equalities

Equalities are a special type of facts telling the system that two or more quantities in the 

diagram have the same magnitude. For example, when we bend a straight wire into a loop, 

the length of the wire is the same as the circumference of the loop. We may draw a line 

segment to represent the wire and draw a circle for the loop. Then we can assert that the 

length of the segment is equal to the circumference of the circle by clicking on “Equal” in 

the Program menu.

In the Truncated Cone example described later, we shall use equalities to integrate 

subdiagrams into a solution for a more complex problem, where they are essential for 

propagating values across the different subdiagrams.

As opposed to regular facts, which are stored individually, equalities are organized 

into equivalence classes. Thus, instead of storing three separate facts

(equals S1 S2)
(equals S2 S3)
(equals S3 S1)

we have a single equivalence class 

S1 = S2 = S3
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Conceptually, each quantity in the diagram resides in its own equivalence class the 

moment it  is  defined. When two quantities  are asserted equal, their respective classes 

merge, yielding a single class. As more equalities are asserted, the number of equivalence 

classes decreases, but the size of each class tends to increase. This organization gives us a 

compact form to represent equalities and a fast way to look up equivalences to a given 

quantity. Code for managing equalities is given in appendix A.2.

5.2.3 Collection of Facts

We tried two ways to organize the database of facts. At first,  we stored all  facts (not 

including equalities) in a single list. This is simple to implement but has the disadvantage 

that the system needs to go through many irrelevant facts during a lookup. Later on, we re-

organized the database into distinct  collections,  with each collection responsible for a 

particular type of facts (i.e. predicate) and  there is one collection for each predicate. For 

example, there is a collection for the predicate TP, there is another for CENTER, another 

for PERPEND, and so on. Appendix A.3 lists code for managing collections of facts.

All  collections share a common interface,  which allows common tasks such as 

assertions and queries with bindings to be performed in a uniform way, but each collection 

can be implemented in the way most suitable  for its  type of inference.  For example, 

parallelism is  transitive  but  perpendicularity  is  not,  so  the  collection  for  one may be 

differently structured than the other. We find that representing the knowledge base through 

a set of collections, each of which is suited for its particular type of inference, is more 

flexible and effective than using a monolithic collection of facts. At the top level, we use a 

hash table to map predicates to their collections. Given a query, the central dispatcher finds 

out its type and passes it on to only that collection responsible for its type of inference, 

skipping all the other collections. The following diagram illustrates this. This organization 

results in better efficiency since an operation is no longer slowed down by facts of other, 

unrelated types. 
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Although each collection has control over its own choice of data structure, we find 

it suffices for our examples to use a simple list and linear search inside a collection. With 

more demanding applications, it is possible to employ more sophisticated data structures 

and search algorithms. For example, we may store only a part of the facts directly and infer 

the rest, we may structure the facts into a tree or graph, or keep them sorted and use binary 

search.

The facts involved in the rope world example can be found in Appendix D.
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(on P1 L2)
(on P2 L2)

...

(tp point P1)
(tp point P2)

(tp line-seg L1)
(tp line-seg L2)
(tp angle A2)

...

(perpend L3 L2)
...

(angle-from L1 L3 A2)
...
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The Bindings

((?ls1 L3) (?ls2 L2))
...

The Query

(perpend ?ls1 ?ls2)
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5.3 Geometer

The Geometer uses forward-chaining inference to derive new facts from directly asserted 

facts. As its name suggests, the Geometer simulates a human geometer's ability to draw 

more conclusions about a geometry problem from the initial facts. A set of inference rules 

enables the reasoning carried out by the Geometer.

5.3.1 Inference Rules

An inference rule has four parts: the condition, the assertion, the test, and the definition.

The condition is a set of clauses taken as a conjunction. When all clauses in the 

condition of a rule are satisfied, the rule is enabled to fire. The assertion is a set of clauses 

also taken as a conjunction. All the clauses of the assertion part of the rule will be added to 

the knowledge base when the rule fires. For example, in the rule 

(midpoint ?ls ?pt) => (on ?pt ?ls)

(midpoint ?ls ?pt) is the condition and (on ?pt ?ls) is the assertion. 

An inference rule needs to have a condition and an assertion, but may additionally 

have a test, a definition, or both. A test is a secondary condition that a rule must satisfy 

before being able to fire, but unlike a condition, a test is executable and is satisfied by 

running it and returning a boolean value equivalent to true. A test can be any runnable 

predicate and is analogous to the test in a method declaration. A typical use of a test is to 

disable degenerate bindings. For example, we want to assert that a line segment that starts 

and ends on a circle is a chord. This rule seems to express the idea.

(and (tp circle ?cir)
(tp line-seg ?d)

    (endpoint ?p ?d)
    (endpoint ?q ?d)

(on ?p ?cir)
(on ?q ?cir)) => (chord ?d ?cir)

But there is the possibility that ?p and ?q are bound to the same point. To rule out 

this, we use a test (neq ?p ?q), where neq means not equal. Note that we use ?p instead 

of (value-from-diagram ?p) because we are comparing the names themselves, not the 

quantities denoted by these names.
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(and (tp circle ?cir)
(tp line-seg ?d)

    (endpoint ?p ?d)
    (endpoint ?q ?d)

(on ?p ?cir)
(on ?q ?cir)) => (chord ?d ?cir) 

 test (neq ?p ?q) 

Sometimes the assertion of a rule may refer to yet non-existent entities, and in such 

a case we will make use of the definition part of the rule. For example, to make a triangle 

out of three non-collinear points, we can say

(and (tp point ?p1)
(tp point ?p2)
(tp point ?p3)) => (tp triangle ?tri)

 test (not (collinear (value-from-diagram ?p1)
                      (value-from-diagram ?p2)
                      (value-from-diagram ?p3)))
 with ?tri = (new-triangle ?p1 ?p2 ?p3)

Notice that we could have made (not (collinear ?p1 ?p2 ?p3)) a condition 

instead of a test, but this will prove it symbolically rather than test it on the diagram, which 

is more difficult, if not impossible. Of course, testing on the diagram does not preclude the 

points from being collinear in the actual input, so a runtime check for that should still be 

generated. We assume new-triangle is a method that creates a triangle object and adds it 

to  the  diagram.  The  assertion of  the  rule  performs the  symbolic counterpart  of  this 

operation. Appendix B lists all the inference rules the system currently makes use of.

5.3.2 Forward-Chaining

When a fact is added, it may satisfy some rule's condition and cause that rule to fire. This 

will add more facts and might in turn cause other rules to fire. We call this process forward-

chaining,  which  lasts  until  we  cannot  add  anything  new  to  the  knowledge  base. 

Conceptually, the process consists of three basic steps:

1. Choose a rule, all the clauses in whose condition are satisfied by known facts and 

whose tests evaluate to true on the diagram

2. Fire this rule by evaluating the definitions, if any, and then adding all the clauses in 

the assertion part to the knowledge base
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3. Repeat this process until no change is made to the knowledge base

During step 1, there will be more than one eligible rules in general. This is often 

called a conflict set since we have a choice here which one to fire. In our implementation, 

the choice does not matter since we are running the process until the fix point. In other 

words, the end result is the same regardless of the order in which rules are fired. We only 

need to take care that the same rule does not fire repeatedly and fill the knowledge base 

with redundant facts. 

In our implementation, whenever new facts are asserted, we examine all the rules, 

find out the eligible ones, combine their assertions (with redundancies removed), and assert 

them in a single batch. All the facts in the batch that are not yet in the knowledge base will 

be added to it, and the process repeats. If there are no new facts, we are done.  

The evaluation of the executable test and the verification of the symbolic condition 

in a rule are done simultaneously as the variables in the rule are bound to objects in the 

diagram. These bindings are discovered by filtering the known facts in GeoFacts through 

the clauses in the condition, whose variables take on concrete values in the process. Since 

these same variables would be used in the test clauses, they are provided with concrete 

arguments as a result. More specifically, after we have instantiated the variables in a single 

condition clause, we use its bindings to evaluate all test clauses that become executable. If 

any of them returns false, we dismiss the rule as ineligible. If we can verify all clauses in 

the condition and evaluate all test clauses to true, we instantiate the variables in the rule's 

assertion and add it as a new fact. Please confer appendix A.4 for the implementation of 

forward-chaining.

5.4 Programmer

The Programmer is responsible for the synthesis of programs out of user-defined diagrams, 

using predefined components that we call solvers.
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5.4.1 Solvers

Solvers are the building blocks of our programs. They are  reusable,  generic algorithms 

performing geometrical computations. GeoGram does not  assume any particular set  of 

solvers it uses. Rather, solvers can come from many sources, and to incorporate them into 

the system, one only needs to describe their behavior to the system through a  method 

description,  which we have seen being used also for constructors. However, unlike for 

constructors, the method description for a solver generally contains the precondition clause 

(the when clause). This  is  because constructors are only  invoked on the diagram, but 

solvers are  to  be  part  of  a  program that  takes general input.  Thus  we need stronger 

assurance before applying solvers. Here is an example.

  (method ?pt = (intersection-pt ?L1 ?L2)
  (when

(tp line-seg ?L1)
(tp line-seg ?L2)

      (intersect-at ?L1 ?L2 ?pt)) )

It says if we know as a fact that two line segment ?L1 and ?L2 intersects at a point 

?pt, we can use the solver called intersection-pt to compute ?pt from ?L1 and ?L2. 

The last clause in the precondition ensures that intersection-pt will be legally applied 

with regard to all input admitted by the diagram. 
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To illustrate this, consider the diagram in the rope world example.

Here the rule does not let us apply intersection-pt to L9 and L5, even though 

they cross each other in the diagram. This is correct because this crossing is accidental, and 

the lines cease to share a common point when P2 and P3 are both placed to one side of the 

circle. On the other hand, we are allowed to apply the solver to L1 and L5, because their 

intersection point is defined in the diagram and guaranteed to exist by its construction.
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The executable test clause is not as important for solvers as for constructors, but 

the following example shows it is still useful to some extent.

If  we  have  the  situation  depicted  here,  there  will  be  six  ways  to  apply 

intersection-pt. 

1. ?pt = P6, ?L1 = L1, ?L2 = L3
2. ?pt = P6, ?L1 = L3, ?L2 = L1
3. ?pt = P7, ?L1 = L2, ?L2 = L3
4. ?pt = P7, ?L1 = L3, ?L2 = L2
5. ?pt = P2, ?L1 = L1, ?L2 = L2
6. ?pt = P2, ?L1 = L2, ?L2 = L1

However, it should be obvious that there are only three different computations. 2, 4, 

and 6 are 1, 3, and 5 with arguments switched and the order of arguments does not matter 

for the operation of intersection. A test clause can be used for this problem.
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  (method ?pt = (intersection-pt ?L1 ?L2)
  (when

(tp line-seg ?L1)
(tp line-seg ?L2)

      (intersect-at ?L1 ?L2 ?pt))
  (test

(string< (toString ?L1) (toString ?L2))) )

Here we are converting the names bound to ?L1 and ?L2 into strings and compare 

them lexicographically.  It  rules out  2,  4,  and 6  and  leaves only  three ways to  apply 

intersection-pt. This illustrates a typical usage for the test clause, which improves the 

performance of the system and the clarity of the result. We want to eliminate redundant 

choices early so that they don't cause combinatorial behavior in the process later on,  and 

we also don't want a lot of solutions with trivial differences in the end.

There are other good uses for tests, however.  Many geometrical computations do 

not have a unique answer. For example, when we compute the position of a point from its 

distances to two known points, the answer could be ambiguous due to symmetry.

One can try to distinguish multiple solutions  symbolically, but this involves subtle 

cases and tends  to  increase the  number of  facts,  which  in  turn  hinders performance. 

Alternatively one can skip this,  but may suffer from invalid solutions.  We notice that 

oftentimes the user's diagram already indicates the intended choice and the Programmer is 
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made sensitive to this information: it will validate the choices against the user diagram to 

select the right one. For example, suppose our solver triangulate-position takes a final 

argument that is set to true if we want the first position, and false if we want the second. 

We can have a pair of complementary descriptions:

  (method ?pt = (triangulate-position ?p1 ?d1 ?p2 ?d2 true)
(when ...)
(test 

(triangulate-position (value-from-diagram ?p1)
(value-from-diagram ?d1)
(value-from-diagram ?p2)
(value-from-diagram ?d2)
true)) )

  (method ?pt = (triangulate-position ?p1 ?d1 ?p2 ?d2 false)
(when ...)
(test 

(triangulate-position (value-from-diagram ?p1)
(value-from-diagram ?d1)
(value-from-diagram ?p2)
(value-from-diagram ?d2)
false)) )

One of the tests is going to succeed and the other fail, depending on which side the 

point lies. 

5.4.1.1  Equations

So far the solvers have been generic functions, but equations are also allowed and useful. 

This  is  a  shorthand for specifying several solvers at  once with  a  single formula. For 

example, we can have an equation for the Pythagorean Theorem. 

 (equation (expt ?c 2) = (+ (expt ?a 2) (expt ?b 2))
(when ...) )

It is equivalent to three method descriptions:

 (method ?c = (sqrt (+ (expt ?a 2) (expt ?b 2)))
(when ...) )

 (method ?a = (sqrt (- (expt ?c 2) (expt ?b 2)))
(when ...) )

 (method ?b = (sqrt (- (expt ?c 2) (expt ?a 2)))
(when ...) )
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Equations are expanded into the corresponding set of solvers internally and treated 

as such by the Programmer. 

5.4.2 Finding a Solution

The Programmer uses a systematic approach to synthesize a program. Finding a program is 

essentially a search for a path to the goal state – the output to be computed. In the case of 

multiple output values, this formalization can be suitably extended. A path in our case is 

not a linear structure, since to produce an output, we need to apply some solver, which may 

require multiple inputs. These inputs thus become subgoals. Therefore, a viable path is 

going to be in general a tree-like structure. We could reason backward, starting with the 

goal, find some solver that produce it, and solve a sequence of sub problems with the inputs 

to the solver as sub goals. This will in general result in a lot of repetition because the sub 

problems are not completely independent from each other. We therefore take a systematic 

approach, which ensures all “lesser” solutions are computed before a “greater” solution – 

essentially dynamic programming. “Less” refers to the length of the program. A program 

having one step of computation is less than one involving two steps, and so on. The process 

can be divided into three phases: discovery, assembly, and translation. 

5.4.2.1  Discovery

During the first stage, we discover all manners in which an entity in the diagram can be 

computed from others. Any geom can be an input for some calculation and the output of of 

some calculation. This produces all  the one-step programs, resulting in fragments in a 

network of all possible computations. The nodes in this network are geoms in the diagram. 

There is a (hyper)edge in the network going from a set of nodes S to a single node N if 

there is a solver that computes N given S. The edge will be labeled with the name of that 

solver. 

For example, 

P1, L5 →GLCircle C1
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P2, C1 →TangentPoint P4

P3, C1 →TangentPoint P5

P4, P5, C1 →Angle3Pts A1

A1, L5 →EquArc Arc1

are among the fragments produced during this stage for the RopeWorld problem.

5.4.2.2  Assembly

During the second stage, we search through the network constructed in the first stage and 

find paths from the input nodes to the output nodes.

To do this, we maintain a set of known variables throughout this process. Initially, 

the set of known variable consists of the input nodes only.  Then for each edge in the 

network that takes inputs from only the known variables and produces an output that is not 

yet known, we add that unknown to the set of known variables and record the solver that 

computes it. This process is repeated until all the output variables have become known or 

until nothing can be added to the set of known variables after all the edges have been 

considered. This procedure is bound to terminate since during each iteration we eliminate 

at  least  one unknown and there are only  a  finite  number of  variables (and therefore 

unknown variables) in the diagram.

 For the RopeWorld problem, we start with the set of input variables {P2, P3, P1, 

L5}. The fragment P1, L5  →GLCircle C1 let us add C1 to the set: {P2, P3, P1, L5, C1}. 

Applying P2, C1 →TangentPoint P4 and P3, C1 →TangentPoint P5, we get {P2, P3, P1, L5, C1, P4, 

P5}. Using P4, P5, C1 →Angle3Pts A1 results in {P2, P3, P1, L5, C1, P4, P5, A1}. Finally 

using A1, L5 →EquArc Arc1, we get {P2, P3, P1, L5, C1, P4, P5, A1, ARC1}.

5.4.2.3  Translation

The program discovered during the second phase is in the form of a series of assignments. 

In each assignment, a solver is invoked with the appropriate arguments and the return value 

is stored inside a variable. This way any intermediate result is computed only once and 
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saved for later use, possibly in several places. It now remains to order these assignments so 

that a variable is computed before it is used, and then translate the result into a legitimate 

program in some target language. 

Our initial target language is Glisp, which is suited to represent an algorithm in 

generic form. During the translation into Glisp, we take care that the solvers are invoked in 

the proper order so that a solver is called only after all its arguments have become known. 

From Glisp, we can generate code in multiple target languages such as Lisp, C, and Java. 

More targets can be enabled by writing more translators, and GeoGram does not assume 

any pre-defined choice of target language.

Sometimes it is advantageous to have a single program with multiple return-values 

instead of a number of programs with single return-values. For example, this way common 

intermediate computations can be shared. Lisp has native support for multiple return-values 

and therefore our job is simple in this case. For other languages we can create a heap-

resident data structure and return a reference to it.

Appendix A.5 details the process of program synthesis.
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Chapter 6

More Examples

We have tested our system with a number of example problems that demonstrate the value 

of our approach: that it makes the task of programming intuitive and fast for interesting and 

useful applications. We now proceed to give a brief account of them. The output of all 

examples is given in Appendix D, and a summary of their complexity is given in Appendix 

E.
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6.1 Circle-Point Midpoint Theorem

The trace below illustrates the circle-point midpoint theorem, which states that the locus of 

midpoints from a fixed point to a circle of radius r is a circle of radius r/2. Here P3 is the 

fixed point and P1 is the center of the larger circle. The smaller circle is the trace of the 

midpoint P4 as P2 moves on the larger circle.
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Illustration 38: The Circle-Point Midpoint Theorem



6.2 Centroid

In this example, we demonstrate a geometry theorem. First we draw a line segment and 

take its midpoint.
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Illustration 39: Line Segment and its Midpoint



Next, we define two circles: C1 centered at one endpoint P1 and passing through 

the midpoint, C2 centered at P1 and passing through the other endpoint. Thus we know the 

radius of C2 is twice as that of C1.
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Illustration 40: Two Circles



Now we put down an arbitrary point P4 on the larger circle and draw its tangents to 

the smaller circle. 
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Illustration 41: Two Tangent Lines



We link the two tangent points and define the centroid of the resulting triangle as 

the interesection of two medians.
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Illustration 42: Centroid Defined



It can be clearly seen that the centroid lies on the smaller circle, as the theorem 

asserts. To show that this is true in general, in the final diagram we have drawn the trace of 

the centroid as P4 moves on the circle. 
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Illustration 43: Trace of Centroid



6.3 Radius of Incircle

The following diagram shows how we can generate a program for computing the radius of 

the incircle of a given triangle.

First draw a triangle and define two angle bisectors. Next, project the intersection of 

the two bisectors, which is the incenter, to the base of the triangle. This gives the radius of 

the incircle. The size of this radius can be computed given the sizes of the three sides of the 

triangle. The program generated is given in Appendix D.
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Illustration 44: Radius of Incircle



6.4 Watt Linkage

One type of interesting problems is the design of mechanical linkages. They are widely 

used, but their design is a process of trial-and-error and involves a lot of computations. This 

calls for software that enables the designer to define such computations with ease and 

visualize the result in some form.

Our next example involves the Watt linkage, an important four-bar linkage used to 

approximate straight-line motions [Watt]. In the figure below, L2 through L4 represent the 

four links in the mechanism and A1 is the driving angle. By convention, we have made the 

first link L1 connecting P1 and P2 implicit. P5 is the midpoint of L3 and we are interested 

in its position as A1 increases. We first defined a program for P5, then clicked on Trace in 

the menu. This brought up an input box, visible in the picture, where we have specified the 

trace variable and its range.  
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Illustration 45: Watt Linkage Example

The Trace 
Command



The  resulting  trace  is  shown. Internally the  system runs  the  program we  just 

computed for P5 on each increment of A1 and displays the location of P5 at that angle. 

Observe that the trace passes through the current position of P5 and part of the trace is 

roughly a straight line, both as expected.
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Illustration 46: Watt Linkage Example



6.5 Burmester Linkage

The Burmester Linkage is another straight-line mechanism [Bur]. It is modeled with the 

same underlying 4-bar linkage configuration as the Watt Linkage. However, the trace point 

in this case does not lie on the middle link, but is located by two additional links instead.
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Illustration 47: Burmester Linkage Example



6.6 Peaucellier-Lipkin Linkage

Next example illustrates another famous linkage, the Peaucellier-Lipkin linkage [Peau]. It 

was the first planar linkage capable of transforming rotary motion into perfect straight-line 

motion. 

Here the diagram is shown in grid view. We have already computed a program for 

P5 and defined a trace for it. We notice that the point indeed travels a very straight path. 
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Illustration 48: Peaucellier-Lipkin Linkage Example



The trace will be dynamically updated if we move entities around in the diagram. In 

Figure 5,  we have moved P1 to  the left  so that L1 becomes slightly longer than L2. 

Geometry predicts that the trace will become a very broad arc, and this is confirmed in the 

picture.  This resultant configuration is  also used in practice to generate arcs with low 

curvature. 
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Illustration 49: Peaucellier-Lipkin Linkage Example



Traces allow the user to visualize not only movement, but speed as well. In this 

figure we have defined two traces: one for P5 as before, the other for P4. We observe that 

the spacing between the points in the first trace is quite even, indicative of a near constant 

speed, but that for the second is more varied, indicative of variable speed.
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Illustration 50: Peaucellier-Lipkin Linkage Example



6.7 Truncated Cone

The last two examples demonstrate the usefulness of multiple diagrams. The job is to cut a 

circular piece of sheet metal in such a way that it can be rolled into a cone with the top part 

cut off. The resulting 3-D shape may be useful in serving as a transitional piece in sheet 

metal constructions. Suppose the task is to be carried out by a machine and we need a 

program that directs the machine to perform the cutting. We suppose the machine expects 

answers  to  the  following  question:  for  each  angle  increment  from  some  predefined 

reference line,  how far  should  the  cut  point  be  from the  center  of  the  metal  sheet? 

Traditionally,  this  task  is  tackled  using  the  Development  Method,  which  involves 

meticulous drawings and measurements on paper. Instead of this empirical method, which 

is slow and imprecise, GeoGram provides a much more elegant solution.
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Illustration 51: Truncated Cone Using the Development Method



We start modeling by drawing a big circle C1, centered at P1, to represent the metal 

sheet to be cut. We have drawn L1 as the reference line from which angle increments are 

measured, and we let angle A1 between L1 and L2 represent an arbitrary angle increment. 

The cut point at this angle would lie somewhere on L2. The job of our program is to 

compute how far from P1 it should be.
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Illustration 52: Sheet View



Now we draw a smaller circle C2 to represent the top view of the cone produced by 

rolling up the metal sheet. P1 becomes the vertex P4 in the top view of the cone. Similarly 

L1 becomes L3 and L2 becomes L4. Most importantly, we observe that the arc ARC1 

spanned by A1 in the sheet view is of the same length as the arc ARC2 in the top view. This 

is because our operation of rolling does not stretch or shorten the perimeter of the sheet 

metal, but only bends it.
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Illustration 53: Top View Added

The Same Point in 
Two Views

The Same Point in 
Two Views



Now we add an isosceles triangle to represent the side view of the cone. P11 is 

P7/P3 in the side view, L7 corresponds to L1/L3, and L8 to L2/L4. Here we have the 

important equality L6 = L1 since they are both true-length views.
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Illustration 54: Side View Added

The Same Point



Now we project P7 onto L3 in the top view and observe that L10 = L11,  for the 

distance L10 between the projection point and P5 is equal to the distance L11 between P11 

and P9.
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Illustration 55: Equal Lengths

Projection Point



We can model the fact that the cone is truncated in the side view by drawing the 

plane of truncation as L14.
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Illustration 56: Truncation Plane Modelled

Truncation Plane



Intersecting  this  plane  and  L8  gives  us  a  point.  Projecting  from  this  point 

horizontally onto L7 gives us P16 in the side view, which corresponds to the cut point P17. 

This gives us the equality L16 = L17. The diagram is now complete.
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Illustration 57: Complete Diagram

The Cut Point



Now we can define our program and trace the result. The shaded area indicates the 

part of the metal sheet used to make the cone. Our program is able to locate the cut points 

correctly and we get a visualization of the planar shape required to fold into a truncated 

cone shape.
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Illustration 58: Final Result



6.8 Doubly Truncated Cone

The modeling process given above works equally well when the cone is truncated both 

above and below, producing a more realistic manufactured piece.
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Illustration 59: Doubly Truncated Cone



Chapter 7

Discussions 

7.1 Applications

Geometry is a basic science that is among the first to prove useful to humans and has 

remained a  fundamental  tool  through  human history.  In  modern times  the  range  of 

applications of geometry has exploded. They can be found in many fields such as design 

and manufacturing, graphics and visualization, information systems, medicine and biology, 

physical sciences, robotics, and others [Geact]. To meet the needs of these applications, 

specialized algorithms are developed which are effective in solving the kind of problems 

they are designed for. However, practical problems often need to combine these specialized 

routines  into  a  customized solution.  The typical approach is  to  write domain-specific 

applications for the common tasks in the domain. This is valuable work, but it falls short of 

the ideal of program reuse (“write once, use forever”) because the algorithms will be re-

implemented whenever someone decides to  write  a  new application.  GeoGram is  an 

attempt to integrate existing code to solve new problems, thus saving development time 

and programmer cost, improve program robustness, and simplify data exchange. Though its 

approach is  a general one, its  strength lies  in its  interactivity.  In an ideal problem for 

GeoGram, the input can be effectively diagrammed, the problem defined by hand, and the 

result visualized. A good rule of thumb is whether diagrams occur naturally in the solution 

process. Applications in architecture, computer-aided design and manufacturing, robotics, 

and graphical user interfaces often involve diagrams during the design process, and these 

diagrams are available for free for related programming activities. Sometimes a single 

physical configuration appears time and again in diverse applications. Take our four-bar 

linkage example: it is a versatile planar mechanism used extensively in articulated systems 

[Fourb] such as 

● Wheel vehicles: 
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• For the Ackerman steering in all automobiles and trucks. 

• For automotive and bicycle suspensions. 

• For hydraulic tail lifts, and scissor tippers on dump trucks. 

● Hydraulic machinery: 

• For tilting the bucket on hydraulic excavators and loaders. 

• For the blade actuators of earth moving equipment. 

• For the three-point hitch of agricultural tractors. 

● Industrial automation and material handling: 

• For the needle mechanism on sewing machines. 

• For scissor lifts and conveyor ancillary equipment. 

• For packaging machines. 

● Doors and covers, instead of a simple hinge: 

• For garage lifting doors. 

• For engine hoods. 

● Hand tools: 

• For locking pliers. 

• For bolt cutters. 

• For manual clamps. 

Therefore it is imaginable that the designer of any of these applications can make use of 

GeoGram as a helping tool.

7.2 Speed and Scalability

Most  computations in  GeoGram occur during the geometrical inference phase and the 

program synthesis phase. We have implemented measures that give good performance on 

our test cases and other moderately complex problems. Further performance optimizations 

may be necessary for more complicated cases, and the Future Work Chapter discusses some 

of them.
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7.2.1 Ordering by Constancy 

Through experimentation, we find that the speed of geometrical inference depends greatly 

on the ordering of terms within a conjunction. In order to determine whether a solver is 

usable, the system needs to prove all the conditions in the precondition clause of a solver. 

For example, in the solver for computing the midpoint of a line segment, there are four 

preconditions C1-C4.

  (method ?mpt = (glmidpoint ?p1 ?p2)
    (when 

(tp line-seg ?ls) C1
      (midpoint ?ls ?mpt) C2
      (endpoint ?p1 ?ls) C3
      (endpoint ?p2 ?ls) C4

   ))

Initially,  only ?mpt  is  bound (to the midpoint  we want to  compute). When a 

variable becomes bound, it  is  deemed constant. Ordering by constancy means proving 

conditions with the most bound variables first. More precisely, the constancy of a condition 

is defined as the ratio of bound variables over the total number of variables. Thus initially 

C2 has a constancy of 0.5, and C1, C3, C4 each has a constancy of 0. Following the order 

of constancy, we first prove C2 since it has the highest constancy. This will result in ?ls 

being bound. Now the constancy of C1 becomes 1 and that of C3 and C4 becomes 0.5. We 

have to prove C1 first. This is a simple check that ?ls is indeed a line segment. (Possibly 

the predicate midpoint is also defined for other curves.) Next, we may prove C3 and C4 in 

either order, and in both cases the operation is simply looking up the end points of a known 

line segment. If we had tried to prove C3 or C4 before proving C2, we would have to look 

up the end points of all line segments in the diagram (since ?ls would have remained 

unbound).

In essence, ordering by constancy reduces the size of the search tree by expanding 

the node with the lowest branch factor. In general, there is no way to know the right choice 

for sure without trying all possibilities. Here we are using the constancy of a clause as the 

predicting factor. The constancy depends on two aspects: both the number of free variables 

and the number of bound variables. Intuitively, having either fewer free variables or more 
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bound variables implies a lesser degree of variability, and consequently smaller number of 

successor  states.  This  optimization  works  very  well  in  practice  and  can  improve 

performance by a factor of 25. Notice just looking at the number of free variables may not 

be good enough. In the example above, both C1 and C2 have one free variable in the 

beginning. If we had chosen to process C1 first,  we would have reverted back to the 

situation of considering all line segments in the diagram.

7.2.2 Dynamic Programming

We have applied dynamic programming to program synthesis and enumerating the possible 

solutions in a systematic manner. The solvers, each involving a single step of computation, 

are the simplest programs we can generate and they serve as the natural starting point. Next 

we generate all programs involving two steps of computations. And then those involving 

three steps, and so on. This way we do not waste time by regenerating the same program 

over and over again, which is otherwise likely since the same program can potentially be a 

subprogram of many larger programs. Moreover,  dynamic programming also results in 

solutions that involve the minimum number of computational steps.

Here is  an  analysis  of  the  complexity  of  dynamic programming  vs.  basic tree 

search. Let d be the number of geoms in the diagram, m be the total number of ways to 

apply the solvers in the diagram, and n be the average number of arguments to the solvers. 

In the basic tree search, each node corresponds to a subgoal. To solve a subgoal that is not 

already an input, we need to first apply a solver that computes it (there are m applicable 

solvers at the maximum) and then solve each argument to the solver as a new subgoal 

(there are n arguments on average). This gives a branch factor of m*n.  The depth of the 

search tree could be as high as d: the size of the longest branch consisting of geoms in the 

diagram without repetition. Therefore the maximum size of the search tree is (m*n)d. 

On the other hand, dynamic programming is  an iterative process. During  each 

iteration, we enter into a double-loop where we consider all the geom-solver combinations 

to see whether the current solver can compute the current geom from geoms that are 

already known. This gives d*m steps at the maximum for each iteration. There are at most d 
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iterations since each iteration has to compute at least one new geom, or the process will be 

terminated right away. Thus the maximum number of basic steps in the case of dynamic 

programming is m*d2: we have reduced the complexity of our system from exponential to 

polynomial. 

7.3 Detecting Inconsistent Inputs

We want to ensure that the inputs to our programs are consistent, but since the user has 

control over the input variables, we cannot assume they are always consistent. Note that 

inconsistency comes as a result of redundancy, and when there is no redundancy, there is no 

possibility of inconsistency. For example, although two end points completely determine a 

line segment and all its attributes, the user may chance to specify some of these attributes 

anyway. In this case some values will be both directly given and computable from other 

inputs, and it is possible the results from the two sources may be in conflict. Although we 

cannot be sure there is a problem until runtime, when the values of the inputs are known, 

we want to at least warn the user of this possibility. This can be done by checking whether 

any of the intended input can be computed from the remaining inputs. The Programmer is 

invoked repeatedly for each input variable, using it as the output and the rest as input. If we 

can construct a program for that variable, we will display a message indicating a possible 

conflict. In our Peaucellier-Lipkin linkage example, there are many equal-length links. In 

particular, L1 and L2 have the same size. If for some reason the user specifies both as 

inputs, as shown in the next figure, the system will give a warning about this redundancy.
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7.4 Completeness

It is difficult to state that any system is complete, since in practice new problems constantly 

arise.  Even  within  a  single  domain,  multiple  areas  of  knowledge  may  be  involved. 

GeoGram is best suited for problems involving geometry since its main leverage comes 

from using diagrams. From a computational point of view, there is a hierarchy of problems 

in geometry. The most basic entities are points, which determine line segments. And points 

and line segments in turn define distances, angles, and other properties. Thus all geoms in a 

diagram are defined once the points  are defined. Once a  diagram is  defined, we can 

compute any property of it that we have solvers for. Therefore an adequate set of solvers 

will allow us to compute all the relevant properties of a diagram from the intended input. 

The design of GeoGram makes the solvers reside in a separate module, and the job of 

adding a new solver is straightforward – mainly writing a solver description. This requires 

some familiarity with the description language, but not a great deal of ingenuity. Moreover, 

the task of defining new solvers is not a common one that the typical user has to perform 
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everyday. It more likely belongs to the prototyping stage when the system is being tuned to 

a particular application area. Once the tuning is complete and the system becomes mature 

in this area, the daily interactions will involve using the system to perform programming 

tasks. It is thus hoped that GeoGram has achieved a balance between the ease of operation 

and adaptability.

7.5 Correctness of Solutions

Although automatic generation tends to produce more robust programs than hand-coding, 

geometric programming using diagrams has additional difficulties due to the prevalence of 

special cases. For example, typically we can define a unique circle from three points, but 

not when the three points are collinear. To understand this problem better, we make the 

distinction between errors caused by not  implementing the user's intentions and those 

caused by unintended input values. We believe our programs are free from the first kind of 

errors and can be equipped to handle the second. 

7.5.1 Implementing User Intentions

When specifying a problem through a set  of diagrams, the user has in mind a certain 

context  in  which the problem is  properly  defined. The way to  convey this context is 

through the diagrams and their associated facts. For example, when the user manually 

defines the intersection point of two lines, it is reasonable to assume he intends these lines 

to intersect. Similarly, when he makes a circle out of three points, we can conclude the 

points are intended to be non-collinear. A program that makes these assumptions is said to 

be consistent with the user's intentions. We observe that the process of diagramming itself 

encodes the user intentions and the synthesis procedure guarantees the resulting programs 

to be conformant to these intentions. As an illustration, let us reconsider the rope world 

problem. Here P4 and P6 are in a sense indistinguishable because they are defined in the 

same way as the tangent point from a line passing through a given point to a circle. The 

same is true for P5 and P7. To compute the correct rope lengths, we should pair P4 with P5 
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and P6 with P7. The other two possibilities are wrong, namely pairing P4 with P7 and P6 

with  P5.  GeoGram is  able  to  manage the  ambiguities  and  produce  the  calculations 

matching the user's intention. 
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7.5.2 Handling Unintended Input Values

The more likely cause of a run-time error comes from unintended inputs. Indeed we have 

no way to ascertain that such inputs will occur since the inputs may come from a source 

that guarantees validity. But to guard against unexpected cases, it is good practice for the 

solvers  to  sanity-check the  input  values.  The  response  on  illegal  inputs  would  vary 

depending on the language. In Lisp, it suffices to return the NIL value since no meaningful 

geometric quantity is NIL. In language like C or Java, we can use special error flags or 

throw exceptions. For example, the solver that produces a circle given three points can start 

like this.

  Circle make-circle (Point p1, Point p2, Point p3)
if ( p1 = nil or p1 = nil or p3 = nil or collinear(p1, p2, p3))

return nil;
// now it is safe to create the circle
...

This ensures that there will be no run-time errors except those coming from “open” 

expressions like ARC1 = (* A1 L1). Here if either A1 or L1 is NIL, an error results during 
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evaluation. GeoGram automatically generates conditionals to guard against such cases. For 

example, (IF (AND L1 A1) (ARC1 = (* A1 L1))).

7.6 Choice of Target Language and Data Representations

GeoGram generates programs in an intermediate format called Generic Lisp that is directly 

executable in any Lisp environment with the Glisp package installed. A program in Generic 

Lisp  can be  translated into  another  language by  defining a  new pluggable translator 

module. Languages currently supported by Generic Lisp include C, C++, and Java. 

To suit the need of the intended application, the user also wants to have choices on 

the data types, for example, between int and long or between float and double. These 

choices determine the range, precision, and cost of the resulting program. Generic Lisp 

provides a set of generic types such integer or real that can be mapped to concrete types in 

a target language. The user is able to configure the mapping, say, from integer to int and 

from real to double. The translators are parameterized by such mappings and produce the 

intended variable and function declarations from them.

In addition to the selection of primitive data types, there are choices on a higher 

level, concerning reference types. For example, although it is typical to represent a planar 

point as a vector of two numbers, there is the further question of whether to use a x-y 

vector, a r-theta vector, or some other kind of vector format. Such choices determine how 

structured data or concepts are implemented inside the program. Generic Lisp has support 

for objected-oriented modeling and allows multiple representations of the same data. This 

enables GeoGram to work with parallel implementations in a uniform manner. A more 

detailed discussion about Generic Lisp is given in [Nov83]. 

7.7 Choice of the Units of Measurement

Real world measurements often have attached units. (Meter and foot for length, degree and 

radian for angles, etc.) Different application areas normally have their own preference and 
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conventions  with  respect to  data  representation  and  unit  choices. Even for  the  same 

application, for example, architecture, there is the regional difference between metric and 

imperial systems. GeoGram has incorporated the unit-conversion mechanism developed in 

[Nov95b] to correlate the units of input, output, and intermediate calculations so that the 

right quantities are produced in the right units. For example, the user can setup so that the 

program synthesized by GeoGram will take parameters that measure length by meters and 

angle by degrees and produce output that measure length by feet and angle by radians. 
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The figure below shows the prompt box displayed to the user after a program has 

been synthesized, listing the default types and units for the parameters and outputs. 
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Illustration 64: Program Configuration



Now we have changed the unit for A1 from radian to degree and those of P3 and 

P16 from meter to foot.
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In the generated Glisp code, shown below, we can see that the input parameters, the 

local variables, and the outputs are all specified with units information. Where the user has 

not dictated, defaults are filled in. When translating into a target language that has no built-

in facility to handle units,  GeoGram will  insert conversions at the necessary places to 

ensure the numeric correctness of the results. 

 (GLDEFUN GGA
          ((A1 (UNITS REAL DEGREE)) (L1 (UNITS REAL METER))
           (L16 (UNITS REAL METER)) (L17 (UNITS REAL METER))
           (P1 MVECTOR) (P4 MVECTOR) (P5 MVECTOR) (P8 MVECTOR)
           (P9 MVECTOR))
          (LET ((GGP3 FTVECTOR) (GGP16 FTVECTOR)
                (GGA2 (UNITS REAL RADIAN)))
            (LET ((ARC1 (UNITS REAL METER)) (ARC2 (UNITS REAL METER))
                  (L3 (UNITS REAL METER)) (L4 (UNITS REAL METER))
                  (A2 (UNITS REAL RADIAN)) (L2 (UNITS REAL METER))
                  (L8 (UNITS REAL METER)) (L9 (UNITS REAL METER))
                  (P10 MVECTOR) (P12 MVECTOR) (P13 MVECTOR)
                  (P6 MVECTOR) (P7 MVECTOR) (L6 (UNITS REAL METER))
                  (L10 (UNITS REAL METER)) (P11 MVECTOR) (P14 MVECTOR)
                  (P15 MVECTOR) (L14 (UNITS REAL METER))
                  (L15 (UNITS REAL METER)) (P16 MVECTOR) (P3 MVECTOR))
              (ARC1 = (* A1 L1))
              (ARC2 = ARC1)
              (L3 = (VECTOR-DISTANCE P4 P5))
              ...

))))
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Chapter 8

Future Work

Possible  follow-up work on  GeoGram includes  improvement of  system performance, 

improving the performance of generated programs, and trying out new application areas.

8.1 Improving System Performance

8.1.1 Combining Geometrical Inference and Program Synthesis

As a separate process, geometrical inference may spend a lot of time inferring facts that are 

not used later on. By making program synthesis a part of the process and using it to inform 

the inference, we can avoid this waste and spend time only on those facts that are used 

during program synthesis. We observe that a fact is useful if and only if it appears in the 

precondition clause of some solver. Thus it is only worthwhile to prove this fact when that 

solver is used in the solution. Instead of reasoning forward to derive all inferable facts, we 

can work backward and attempt to prove a fact only when it can result in the discovery of a 

solution. In addition, all the facts discovered in this process can be added to GeoFacts to 

speed  up  future  inferences.  This  way,  forward-chaining  and  backward-chaining  are 

effectively combined to take advantage of both.

8.1.2 Heuristics

Dynamic programming can greatly reduce the running time of program synthesis, but it 

may still have trouble solving complex problems because it does not distinguish between 

the more promising solutions  and the less promising ones, giving equal time to  both. 

Applying heuristic  information embedded in  the  diagram can help  guide  the  process 

forward in a manner that gives more attention to the most promising paths. Thus, instead of 
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advancing uniformly across a wide frontier,  the system will  put the most effort in the 

direction that will most likely lead to a solution. In the domain of geometry, good heuristics 

can be obtained from the geometrical relationships present in the diagrams. For example, 

given the task of finding the midpoint of a line segment, a program that computes the end 

points is more promising than one that computes some unrelated quantity. This is because 

the midpoint of a line segment is very closely related to its end points and therefore the 

chances of  finding a  solution  hereafter are  high.  In  our  diagrams, which are defined 

incrementally from existing members, the closeness of two geoms is suggested by their 

construction. From this, we can define the distance between any geom and the goal. This 

hint allows the system to advance very aggressively toward the goal while preserving  the 

flexibility to use a longer path when necessary, for example, when we do not have all the 

solvers needed to take the shortest path.

8.1.3 Using Existing Technologies

Geometrical inference can be sped up by well known algorithms such as Rete [For82] or 

LEAPS [MirBL90]. There is nothing idiosyncratic about our usage of forward-chaining, so 

the standard techniques should apply. In addition, when the data set gets large, we could 

use a  date base management system, describing geometrical facts as tuples, solvers as 

queries, and forward-chaining  rules  as  triggers. In  addition,  the  inference and search 

processes have  a  lot  of  inherent  parallelism  –  for  example –  in  deriving  facts  and 

composing programs. The recent advent of multi-processor platforms means these can be 

increasingly done in parallel for better performance.

8.2 Expanding GeoGram to New Applications

GeoGram is designed with the ease of expansion in mind. To adapt it to new applications, 

one only needs to replace or enlarge its constructor module and solver description module 

to incorporate new drawing methods and solvers. It is likewise easy to change the default 

data  representation  and unit  choices,  which  can  be  accomplished through  setting  the 
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appropriate flags.  Furthermore, the  majority  of  the  modules  are  independent of  the 

application areas. It would be an interesting next step to adapt GeoGram to new application 

domains such as architecture, geographic information systems, computer graphics,  and 

robotics.

8.3 Performance of Solutions

The performance of  generated programs is  largely dependent on the efficiency of the 

solvers used by the program. During our testing the performance of solutions has always 

been sufficient, but it could be imagined that in more complicated situations it matters to 

select the most efficient program. We can approach the problem in two ways. We could 

attach a performance measure to each solver description and compute the cost of a new 

program to that of the existing one, if any, and replace it if the new solution is better. This 

approach is good for reducing system-imposed overhead by forcing the system to use the 

most streamlined solution path. The optimality of a solution is also dependent on choosing 

the right solvers for the right problem. It is frequently the case that a solver performs well 

for certain types of problems but poorly for others. User input will be needed in this case to 

configure the best program. The system should be able to allow the user to manually select 

among  logically  equivalent  candidates.  Finally,  many  optimization  techniques  from 

existing research on programming languages such as partial evaluation and function in-

lining are also applicable to our programs.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

Our goal in the research presented here was to investigate the feasibility and usefulness of 

automatic program generation from diagrammatic specifications. We demonstrated through 

our work that this is both possible and advantageous. We developed an approach in which 

diagramming replaces traditional  forms of  program specification,  symbolic knowledge 

encodes the  meaning of  diagrams and  program components,  and  inference facilitates 

automatic program generation. As a result, the task of programming is simplified to the 

extent that even those untrained in computer programming can quickly produce correct and 

efficient programs. We implemented a system called GeoGram, which includes a modeling 

tool  for  diagramming,  program  description,  and  visualization;  an  inference  engine 

performing geometrical reasoning;  and a program synthesizer that outputs programs in 

multiple  target  languages and data  representations. Features useful in  practice such as 

automatic unit conversion are also developed. During the process of implementation, we 

encountered and addressed various  practical issues such as inconsistent inputs,  special 

cases in geometry, and scalability. Finally, we verified our design with examples taken 

from industrial applications such as linkage design and the manufacturing of sheet metal 

products. These examples illustrate both the soundness of our approach and its usefulness 

in real-world applications.
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Appendix A

Selected Code

In this section we list selected code to serve as further illustrations to the discussion above. 

All code is written in Generic Lisp [Nov83]. 

A.1 Code for Shape Constructions

A.1.1 Constructor Declarations

(defparameter *geoconstructors* '(
  (method ?ls = (list (a gg-lineseg p1 = ?p1 p2 = ?p2))

  (pname "Line Segment Linking Two Points")
  (sig
      (?ls line-seg)
      (?p1 point)
      (?p2 point))
  (when
      (tp line-seg ?ls)
      (tp point ?p1)
      (tp point ?p2)
      (endpoint ?p1 ?ls)
      (endpoint ?p2 ?ls)))

  (method ?ls = (pline ?p1 ?ln)
  (pname "Perpendicular Line from a Point to a Line")
  (sig
      (?ls line-seg)
      (?p1 point)
      (?ln line-seg))
  (test (not (gg-lineseg-throughp ?ln ?p1))) )

  (method ?lss = (divide ?pt ?ln)
  (pname "Divide a Line at a Point")
  (sig
      (?lss line-seg<>line-seg)
      (?pt  point)
      (?ln  line-seg))
  (test (gg-lineseg-throughp ?ln ?pt)) )

  (method ?ls = (tangent-line-from-point-circle ?cir ?pt)
  (pname "Line from a Point Tangent to a Circle")
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  (sig
      (?ls  line-seg)
      (?cir circle)
      (?pt  point)) )

  (method ?ls = (line-to-closest-point-on-circle ?cir ?pt)
  (pname "Line from a Point to the Closest Point on a Circle")
  (sig
      (?ls  line-seg)
      (?cir circle)
      (?pt  point)) )

  (method ?mp = (midpoint ?ls)
  (pname "Midpoint of a Line Segment")
  (sig
      (?mp point)
      (?ls line-seg)) )

  (method ?r = (radius ?cir)
  (pname "Radius of a Circle")
  (sig
      (?r line-seg)
      (?cir circle)) )

  (method ?d = (diameter ?cir)
  (pname "Diameter of a Circle")
  (sig
      (?d line-seg)
      (?cir circle)) )

  (method ?cir = (list (a gg-circle2 p1 = ?p1 p2 = ?p2))
  (pname "Smallest Circle Passing Two Points")
  (sig
      (?cir circle)
      (?p1  point)
      (?p2  point))
  (when
      (tp circle ?cir)
      (tp point ?p1)
      (tp point ?p2)
      (on ?p1 ?cir)
      (on ?p2 ?cir)
      (= (radius ?cir) (distance (center ?cir) ?p1))))

  (method ?cir = (list (a gg-circlecp cent = ?cent pt = ?pt))
  (pname "Circle Centered at a Point and Passing another Point")
  (sig
      (?cir  circle)
      (?cent point)
      (?pt   point))
  )
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  (method ?cir = (list (a gg-circlect cent = ?cent ln = ?ln))
  (pname "Circle Centered at a Point and Tangent to a Line")
  (sig
      (?cir  circle)
      (?cent point)
      (?ln   line-seg))
  )

  (method ?arc = (list (a gg-arc cir = ?cir pa = ?pa pb = ?pb))
  (pname "Arc between Two Points on a Circle")
  (sig
      (?arc  arc)
      (?cir  circle)
      (?pa   point)
      (?pb   point))
  )

  (method ?ang = (list (a gg-angle ray1 = ?ray1 ray2 = ?ray2))
  (pname "Angle between Two Lines")
  (sig
      (?ang  angle)
      (?ray1 line-seg)
      (?ray2 line-seg))
  )

  (method ?pt = (intersection-point ?l1 ?l2)
  (pname "Intersection Point")
  (sig
      (?pt point)
      (?l1 line-seg)
      (?l2 line-seg))
  )

  (method ?hline = (horizontal-line ?pt ?ln)
  (pname "Horizontal Projection")
  (sig
      (?hline line-seg)
      (?pt    point)
      (?ln    line-seg))
  (test (not (or (gg-lineseg-horizontal ?ln) (gg-lineseg-

throughp ?ln ?pt))))
  )

  (method ?tri = (assert-triangle ?s1 ?s2 ?s3)
  (pname "Triangle from 3 Sides")
  (sig 
      (?tri triangle)
      (?s1  line-seg)
      (?s2  line-seg)
      (?s3  line-seg))
  )

))
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A.1.2 Native Constructor Functions

(gldefun pline ((p1 gg-point) (ln gg-lineseg))
  (let (pt pln l1 l2)
    (when (not (throughp ln p1))
      pt  = (a gg-point loc = (closest-point (line (line ln)) (location 

p1)))
      pln = (a gg-lineseg p1 = p1 p2 = pt)
      (values (list pt pln) ; l1 l2)

      (list (list 'perpend pln ln)
    (list 'on pt ln))))))

(gldefun divide ((pt gg-point) (ln gg-lineseg))
  (when (and (selectedp ln (location pt) (offset *active-drawing*))

     (not (glequal pt (location (p1 ln))))
     (not (glequal pt (location (p2 ln)))))

    (let (l1 l2)
      l1 = (a gg-lineseg p1 = (p1 ln) p2 = pt)
      l2 = (a gg-lineseg p1 = (p2 ln) p2 = pt)
      
      (hidenp ln) = t

      (values (list l1 l2) nil))))
      

(gldefun tangent-line-from-point-circle ((cir gg-circle) (pt gg-point))
  (let (cent r ploc leng)
    cent = (location (center cir))
    r    = (radius cir)
    ploc = (location pt)
    leng = (distance ploc cent)
    (if (leng < r)

(format t "The point cannot be inside the circle.~%")
        (let (pt-cent delta theta theta1 theta2 v1 v2 tp1 tp2 items 

choice tln)
  pt-cent = (a line-segment p1 = ploc p2 = cent)
  delta = PI - (acos r / leng)
  theta  = (theta pt-cent)
  theta1 = theta + delta
  theta2 = theta - delta
  v1 = (a vector x = r * (cos theta1) y = r * (sin theta1))
  v2 = (a vector x = r * (cos theta2) y = r * (sin theta2))
  tp1 = (a gg-point loc = cent + v1)
  tp2 = (a gg-point loc = cent + v2)
  (ggprint "TPC: tp1 = ~a~%     tp2 = ~a~%" tp1 tp2)
  items = (list (a gg-lineseg p1 = pt p2 = tp1)

(a gg-lineseg p1 = pt p2 = tp2))
  choice = (gg-image-menu items nil "Select One")
  (ggprint "items = ~a~%choice = ~a~%" items choice)
  (when choice 
    tln = (nth choice items)
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    (values (list tln (p2 tln))
    (list (list 'tangent-at tln cir (p2 tln))

  (if (= choice 1)
      (list 'first-tangent-pt pt cir (p2 tln))
      (list 'second-tangent-pt pt cir (p2 tln)))))

 )))))

(gldefun midpoint ((ls gg-lineseg))
  (let (mp)
    mp = (midpoint ls)
    (values (list mp)

    (list (list 'midpoint ls mp)
  (list 'on mp ls)))))

(gldefun radius ((cir gg-circle))
  (let (dd w cent click r glcir pt ptb radiuspt radius)
    dd = *active-drawing*
    w = *draw-window*

    cent = (location (center cir))
    click = (gg-drawing-snap dd (window-get-line-position w (x cent) (y 

cent)))
    r = (a line-segment p1 = cent p2 = click)
    glcir = (value cir)
    pt = (intersect-line-pt glcir (line r))
    ptb = (intersect-line-ptb glcir (line r))
    (if (distance click pt) > (distance click ptb)

(pt = ptb))
    radiuspt = (a gg-point loc = pt)
    radius = (a gg-lineseg p1 = (center cir) p2 = radiuspt)

    (values (list radiuspt radius)
    (list (list 'on radiuspt cir)))))

(gldefun diameter ((cir gg-circle))
  (let (dd w cent click d glcir pt ptb circlept circleptb diameter 
radius radiusb)
    dd = *active-drawing*
    w = *draw-window*

    cent = (location (center cir))
    click = (gg-drawing-snap dd (window-get-line-position w (x cent) (y 
cent)))
    d = (a points-as-line pt1 = cent pt2 = click)
    glcir = (value cir)
    pt = (intersect-line-pt glcir d)
    ptb = (intersect-line-ptb glcir d)
    circlept = (a gg-point loc = pt)
    circleptb = (a gg-point loc = ptb)
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    diameter = (a gg-lineseg p1 = circlept p2 = circleptb)

    (values (list circlept circleptb diameter)
    (list (list 'on circlept cir)

  (list 'on circleptb cir)
  (list 'midpoint diameter (center cir))))))

(gldefun intersection-point ((ls1 gg-lineseg) (ls2 gg-lineseg))
  (let (pt intersection)
    pt = (intersect (line (line ls1)) (line (line ls2)))
    (when pt 
      intersection = (a gg-point loc = pt)
      (values (list intersection)

      (list (list 'on intersection ls1)
    (list 'on intersection ls2)
    (list 'intersect (p1 ls1) (p2 ls1) (p1 ls2) (p2 ls2) 

intersection))))))

(gldefun horizontal-line ((pt gg-point) (ln gg-lineseg))
  (let (h p hline pt2)
    (when (not (throughp ln pt)) and (slope ln) <> 0
      h   = (a linepta pt = (a cvector x = (x (location pt)) 

               y = (y (location pt)))
               ang = 0)

      p   = (intersect (line (line ln)) h)
      pt2 = (a gg-point loc = p)
      hline = (a gg-hseg p1 = pt p2 = pt2)
      (values (list hline pt2)

      (list (list 'on pt2 ln))))))

(gldefun assert-triangle ((s1 gg-lineseg) (s2 gg-lineseg) (s3 gg-
lineseg))
  (let (pts)
    (pushnew (p1 s1) pts)
    (pushnew (p2 s1) pts)
    (pushnew (p1 s2) pts)
    (pushnew (p2 s2) pts)
    (pushnew (p1 s3) pts)
    (pushnew (p2 s3) pts)
    (if (length pts) <> 3

(format t "~a ~a ~a do not form a triangle.~%" (name s1) (name s2) 
(name s3))

(if (throughp (a gg-lineseg p1 = (first pts) p2 = (second pts))
      (third pts))

    (format t "~a ~a ~a lie on the same line.~%" (name s1) (name 
s2) (name s3))

    (let (tri)
      tri = (gg-gensym 'TRI (first pts) (second pts) (third pts))
      (values nil
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      (list (list 'tp 'triangle tri)
    (list 'side s1 tri)
    (list 'side s2 tri)
    (list 'side s3 tri))))))))

A.1.3 Functions for Selecting Constructors and Defining Shapes

(defun method-args (mthd) (rest (method-clause mthd 'sig)))

(defmacro method-sig (mthd) 
  `(mapcar #'(lambda (arg) (second arg)) (method-args ,mthd)))

(gldefun find-constructor (ssig (w window) &optional constructors)
  (or constructors (constructors = *geoconstructors*))
  (and ssig 
       constructors
       (let (candidates ctypes stype csig bindings test selections)

 (dolist (ctr constructors)
   csig = (sort (copy-list (method-args ctr)) #'shape-order :key 

#'second)
   (when (sig<= (mapcar #'first ssig) (mapcar #'second csig))
     bindings = (mapcar #'cons (mapcar #'first csig) (mapcar 

#'second ssig))
     test = (sublisq bindings (first (method-clause ctr 'test)))
     (if (null test) or (eval test)

 (push ctr candidates))))
 (ggprint "1 ~a~%" candidates)
 (when candidates
   (ctypes = (sig-sort (remove-duplicates

(mapcar #'(lambda (candi) (method-type candi))
candidates))))

   (ggprint "2 ~a~%" ctypes)
   (if (length ctypes) == 1
       (stype = (first ctypes))
       (stype = (gg-menu ctypes w "Select One")))
   (candidates = (remove-if #'(lambda (candi) (not (eq (method-

type candi) 
       stype)))

    candidates))
   (ggprint "3 ~a~%" candidates)
   selections = (mapcar #'(lambda (candi) (cons (method-pname 

candi) candi))
candidates)

   (if (length selections) == 1
       (gg-menu selections w "Select")
       (gg-menu selections w "Select One") )))))

(gldefun create-shape (constructor (dd gg-drawing))
  (result gg-object)
  (let (subs sub match selection kb pat new-shape)
    (selection = (selection dd)) 
    (kb = (kb dd))
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    (pat = (method-pattern constructor))
    (dolist (arg (method-args constructor))
      (match = (match-argument (second arg) selection kb))
      (if (null match) 

(error "create-shape: no matching selection found for ~a~%" arg))
      (sub = (cons (first arg) match))
      (push sub subs)
      (selection = (remove match selection)))
    (multiple-value-bind (newobjs newfacts)
      (eval (sublisq subs pat))
      (when newobjs

(dolist (newob newobjs)  
    (glsend newob setup dd)) ; First setup names etc.

(dolist (newob newobjs)
  (add-object dd newob)))  ; Then add objects

      (when newfacts (add-facts dd newfacts)) ))) ; Then assert facts

(gldefun match-argument (argtype (selection (listof gg-object)) (kb 
knowledge-base))
  (result gg-object)
  (and selection
       (let (sel goal)

 (sel = (first selection))
 (goal = (list 'tp argtype sel))
 (if (bind kb goal) ;(backchain goal *backward-rules* kb) 
     sel
     (match-argument argtype (rest selection) kb) ))))

A.2 Code for Managing Equalities

(gldefun gg-drawing-add-equality ((dd gg-drawing) (set (listof symbol)))
  (when (length set) > 1
    (let (xset newequals)
      xset = (mapcar #'(lambda (val) (list val)) ; initializer: e.g. (a 
b c) becomes ((a) (b) (c))

     set)
      new-equals = (equalities dd)

      (dolist (val set)
(dolist (equalset (equalities dd))
  (when (member val equalset)
    (push equalset xset)   ; replace a value by its equivalence 

set
    new-equals = (remove equalset new-equals :test #'equal))))

      (push (xunion xset) new-equals)

      (equalities dd) = new-equals)))

(gldefun gg-drawing-get-equality ((dd gg-drawing) (x symbol))
  (mapcan #'(lambda (set) 

      (if (member x set) (remove x set) nil))
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  (equalities dd)))

A.3 Code for Managing Collections of Facts

We have chosen to call fact  collections “reasoners”, but they should not be confused with 

the Geometer, which is an unrelated module for performing forward-chaining inference.

(defparameter *gg-reasoners* '(
  type-reasoner
  center-reasoner
  horizontal-reasoner
  perpendicular-reasoner
  tangent-at-reasoner
  on-reasoner
  endpoint-reasoner
  angle-from-reasoner
  dist-reasoner
  side-reasoner
  corner-reasoner
  concur-at-reasoner
  radius-reasoner
  first-reasoner
  last-reasoner
  sweep-angle-reasoner
  vertex-reasoner
  first-tangent-pt-reasoner
  second-tangent-pt-reasoner
  midpoint-reasoner
  intersect-reasoner
))

(glispobjects 

 (fact (list anything)
   msg ((equal     fact-equal result boolean))
   )

 (knowledge-base (listobject (reasoners hash-table))
   msg ((init      knowledge-base-init result knowledge-base)

(findreasoner
           knowledge-base-findreasoner result reasoner)
(addfact   knowledge-base-addfact)
(addfacts  knowledge-base-addfacts)
(knowsfact knowledge-base-knowsfact)
(empty     knowledge-base-empty)
(typeof    knowledge-base-typeof)
(bind      knowledge-base-bind)
(print     knowledge-base-print)
(allfacts  knowledge-base-allfacts)
(subst     knowledge-base-subst)
)
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   )
) ; glispobjects 

(gldefun knowledge-base-init ((kb knowledge-base))
  (dolist (r (get-reasoners kb))
    (setf (gethash (glsend r tag) (reasoners kb)) r))
  kb)

(defun get-reasoners (kb &optional (wanted *gg-reasoners*))
  (let (reasoners)
    (dolist (r wanted)
      (push (aa r 'kb kb) reasoners))
    reasoners))

(gldefun knowledge-base-findreasoner ((kb knowledge-base) (tag symbol))
  (gethash tag (reasoners kb)))

(gldefun knowledge-base-addfact ((kb knowledge-base) (f fact))
  (addfact (findreasoner kb (first f)) f))

(gldefun knowledge-base-addfacts ((kb knowledge-base) (facts (listof 
fact)))
  (dolist (f facts)
    (addfact kb f)))

(gldefun knowledge-base-knowsfact ((kb knowledge-base) (f fact))
  (knowsfact (findreasoner kb (first f)) f))

(gldefun knowledge-base-empty ((kb knowledge-base))
  (with-hash-table-iterator (rgen (reasoners kb))
    (loop     
     (multiple-value-bind (more? tag reasoner) (rgen)
       (unless more? (return))
       (if (not (glsend reasoner empty)) 

   (return-from knowledge-base-empty nil)))))
  t)

(gldefun knowledge-base-typeof ((kb knowledge-base) (obj symbol))
  (let (type)
    type = (for res in (bind kb (list 'tp '?? obj) 'symbolic)

collect (cdar res))
    type))

(gldefun knowledge-base-bind ((kb knowledge-base) query &optional 
symbolic)
  (bind (findreasoner kb (first query)) query symbolic))

(gldefun knowledge-base-print ((kb knowledge-base))
  (let (num)
    num = 0
    (with-hash-table-iterator (rgen (reasoners kb))
      (loop
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       (multiple-value-bind (more? tag r) (rgen)
 (unless more? (return))
 (incf num (length (glsend r facts))))))

    (format t "~%~a facts in the knowledge base.~%" num)
    (if (> num 0)

(with-hash-table-iterator (rgen (reasoners kb))
          (loop

   (multiple-value-bind (more? tag r) (rgen)
     (unless more? (return))
     (glsend r print)) )))

    (format t "~%")))

(gldefun knowledge-base-allfacts ((kb knowledge-base))
  (let (facts)
    (with-hash-table-iterator (rgen (reasoners kb))
      (loop
       (multiple-value-bind (more? tag r) (rgen)

 (unless more? (return))
 (setq facts (append (glsend r facts) facts)))))

    facts))

(gldefun knowledge-base-subst ((kb knowledge-base) oval nval)
  (with-hash-table-iterator (rgen (reasoners kb))
    (loop
     (multiple-value-bind (more? tag r) (rgen)
       (unless more? (return))
       (glsend r subst oval nval)))))

(glispobjects 
 (reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)

       (kb         knowledge-base)
       (facts      (listof fact))
       (functional boolean) )

   msg ((addfact    reasoner-addfact    message t)
(knowsfact  reasoner-knowsfact  message t)
(empty      reasoner-empty      message t)
(bind       reasoner-bind       message t)
(print      reasoner-print      message t)
(subst      reasoner-subst      message t)
)

   )
) ;glispobjects 

(gldefun reasoner-addfact ((r reasoner) (f fact)) 
  (when (eq (first f) (tag r))
    (if (member f (facts r) :test #'fact-equal)

(format t "Ignores known fact ~a~%" (gg-pprint f))
        (push f (facts r)))))

(gldefun fact-equal ((f1 fact) (f2 fact))
  (equal (gg-pprint f1) (gg-pprint f2)))
(gldefun reasoner-knowsfact ((r reasoner) (f fact))
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  (if (not (eq (first f) (tag r)))
      (return-from reasoner-knowsfact nil))

  (dolist (fact (facts r))
    (when (fact-equal fact f) 
      (return-from reasoner-knowsfact t)))

  (when (functional r)
    (let ((blist (bind r (append (butlast f) '(??)) nil)))
      (when blist

(assert (= (length blist) 1) 
() 
"Multiple values for the function ~a: ~a~%" (first f) blist)

(let ((val (first (last f)))
      (oldval (cdr (first (first blist)))))
  (if (numberp val)
      (progn

(assert (not (numberp oldval))
()
"Multiple values for the function ~a: ~a, ~a~%" (first 

f) oldval val)
(subst (kb r) oldval val)
(format t "Substituted ~a~% for ~a~%" val oldval) )

      (format t "Omitted ~a~% for ~a~%" val oldval))
  t)))))

(gldefun reasoner-empty ((r reasoner)) 
  (null facts))

;; symbolic should be made optional, but two consecutive &optional
;; make glisp crash
(gldefun reasoner-bind ((r reasoner) query symbolic)
  (let (blist matchfn res)
    (if symbolic

(matchfn = #'symbol-match)
        (matchfn = #'match))
    (dolist (fact (facts r))
      res = (funcall matchfn query fact)
      (if res

  (pushnew (trim res) blist :test #'equal) )) ; need a better 
equality test
    blist))

(defun symbol-match (query fact) (match query (gg-pprint fact)))

(gldefun reasoner-print ((r reasoner))
  (when (facts r)
    (let (i)
      (format t "~%~a ~a facts~%" (length (facts r)) (tag r))
      i = 0
      (dolist (f (facts r))

(incf i)
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(format t "~2T~a.~6T~a~%" i (gg-pprint f))))))

(gldefun reasoner-subst ((r reasoner) oval nval)
  (nsublis (list (cons oval nval)) (facts r)))

(glispobjects 
 (type-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)

    (kb         knowledge-base)
    (facts      (listof fact))
    (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'tp))
   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (center-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
      (kb         knowledge-base)
      (facts      (listof fact))
      (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'center)
    (functional t))

   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (horizontal-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
  (kb         knowledge-base)
  (facts      (listof fact))
  (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'horizontal))
   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (perpendicular-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
     (kb         knowledge-base)
     (facts      (listof fact))
     (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'perpend))
   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (tangent-at-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
  (kb         knowledge-base)
  (facts      (listof fact))
  (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'tangent-at)
    (functional t))

   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (on-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
  (kb         knowledge-base)
  (facts      (listof fact))
  (functional boolean) )
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   default ((tag 'on))
   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (endpoint-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
 (kb         knowledge-base)
 (facts      (listof fact))
 (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'endpoint))
   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (angle-from-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
  (kb         knowledge-base)
  (facts      (listof fact))
  (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'angle-from)
    (functional t))

   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (dist-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
    (kb         knowledge-base)
    (facts      (listof fact))
    (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'dist)
    (functional t))

   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (side-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
    (kb         knowledge-base)
    (facts      (listof fact))
    (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'side))
   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (corner-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
      (kb         knowledge-base)
      (facts      (listof fact))
      (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'corner))
   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (concur-at-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
 (kb         knowledge-base)
 (facts      (listof fact))
 (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'concur-at)
    (functional t))
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   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (radius-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
      (kb         knowledge-base)
      (facts      (listof fact))
      (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'radius))
   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (first-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
     (kb         knowledge-base)
     (facts      (listof fact))
     (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'first)
    (functional t))

   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (last-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
    (kb         knowledge-base)
    (facts      (listof fact))
    (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'last)
    (functional t))

   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (sweep-angle-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
   (kb         knowledge-base)
   (facts      (listof fact))
   (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'sweep-angle)
    (functional t))

   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (vertex-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
      (kb         knowledge-base)
      (facts      (listof fact))
      (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'vertex))
   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (first-tangent-pt-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
(kb         knowledge-base)
(facts      (listof fact))
(functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'first-tangent-pt)
    (functional t))
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   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (second-tangent-pt-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
 (kb         knowledge-base)
 (facts      (listof fact))
 (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'second-tangent-pt)
    (functional t))

   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (midpoint-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
(kb         knowledge-base)
(facts      (listof fact))
(functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'midpoint)
    (functional t))

   supers (reasoner)
   )

 (intersect-reasoner (listobject (tag        symbol)
 (kb         knowledge-base)
 (facts      (listof fact))
 (functional boolean) )

   default ((tag 'intersect)
    (functional nil)) ; should be t

   supers (reasoner)
   )
) ; glispobjects 

A.4 Code for Forward-Chaining Inference

(gldefun observe ((kb knowledge-base) newfacts &optional rb)
  (if (not rb) 
      (setq rb *forward-rules*))

  (dolist (fact newfacts)
    (format t "Base Fact: ~a~%" (gg-pprint fact)))

  (addfacts kb newfacts)
  (while newfacts 
    newfacts = (make-round kb newfacts rb))
  kb)

;; Apply each rule in turn and add every new fact
;; obtained from this rule to the kb. The kb is
;; updated right away. Thus subsequent rules may
;; use facts just added by a previous rule.
;; Record is also kept for what are added 
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;; during the current round and made available 
;; for reference in the next round.
(gldefun make-round ((kb knowledge-base) recentfacts rb)
  (let (newfacts)
    (dolist (rule rb)
      (dolist (nfact (observe-rule rule kb recentfacts))

(when ;(and (not (member nfact newfacts :test #'fact-equal))
    (not (knowsfact kb nfact))
  (addfact kb nfact)
  (push nfact newfacts)
  (format t "New Fact: ~a by Rule ~a~%" (gg-pprint nfact) (num 

rule)) )))
    newfacts))
    

(gldefun observe-rule (rule (kb knowledge-base) recentfacts)
  (let ((num (num rule))

(premises (premises rule)) 
newfacts)

    (dolist (prem premises)
      (let ((blist (bind-recent prem recentfacts)))

(if blist
    (let ((subrules (saturate blist (cons num

  (cons (remove prem premises)
(rest (rest rule)) )))))

      ;(if (subrulep num 130) (ggprint "Bingdings = ~a~%" blist))
      (setq newfacts (append (observe-rules subrules kb)

     newfacts))))))
    newfacts))

(defun saturate (blist rule)
  (let (rules)
    (dolist (bindings blist)
      (let ((tests (sublisq bindings (tests rule))))

(multiple-value-bind (ripe unripe)
  (harvest tests)
  (if (tests-valid ripe)
      (push (arule (num rule)

   (sublis bindings (premises rule))
   (sublis bindings (conclusions rule))
   unripe
   (sublisq bindings (defs rule)) )

    rules)))))
    rules))

(gldefun observe-rules (rules (kb knowledge-base))
  (let (newfacts)
    (dolist (r rules)
      (setq newfacts (append (observe-ruleb r kb) newfacts)) )
    newfacts))
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(gldefun observe-ruleb (rule (kb knowledge-base))
  (let ((num (num rule))

(premises (premises rule)))
    (if premises

(let ((blist (bind kb (first premises))))
  (let ((subrules (saturate blist (cons num 

       (cons (rest premises)
     (rest (rest rule)) )))))

    ;(ggprint "Bindings = ~a~%" blist)
    (observe-rules subrules kb)))

        (if (tests-valid (tests rule))
    (let ((bindings))
      (dolist (vsub (defs rule))

(push (cons (car vsub)
    (eval (cdr vsub)))

      bindings))
      (sublis bindings (conclusions rule)) )
    '() ))))

(defun tests-valid (tests)
  (if tests
      (eval (cons 'and tests))
      t))

(defun oldbind (prem kb)
  (let (bindings-list)
    (frame-iter (fact kb)
      (let ((bindings (match prem fact)))

(if bindings 
    (push bindings bindings-list) )))

    bindings-list))

(defun bind-recent (prem set) (oldbind prem (list set)))

(defun harvest (tests)
  (let (ripe unripe)
    (dolist (tst tests)
      (if (ground tst)

  (push tst ripe)
  (push tst unripe)) )

    (values ripe unripe)))

(defun ground (test)
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  (cond ((null test) t)
((consp (first test)) 
 (and (ground (first test)) (ground (rest test))))
(t
 (and (not (varp (first test))) (ground (rest test))) )))

(defun unkwote (x)
  (if (and (consp x) (eq (car x) 'quote))
      (cadr x)
      x))

(defmacro trim (bindings) `(remove '(T . T) ,bindings :test #'equal))

(defmacro functional (fact) `(get (first ,fact) 'isa-function))

(defun subsume (answers newans)
  (dolist (ans answers)
    (if (subsumeb (ans-bindings ans) newans)

(return-from subsume t)))
  nil)

(defun subsumeb (ans1 ans2)
  (dolist (b1 ans1)
    (let (flag)
      (dolist (b2 ans2)

(if (and (equal (car b1) (car b2)) (match (cdr b1) (cdr b2)))
    (setq flag t)))

      (if (not flag) (return-from subsumeb nil)) ))
  t)

(defun find-lookup-type (goal)
  (cond ((ground goal) 'constant)

((and (member (first goal) *gg-functions*) 
      (ground (butlast goal))) 
 'function)
(t 'relation)))

A.5 Code for Program Synthesis

(gldefun gg-drawing-setupinfer ((dd gg-drawing) &optional mb)
  (let (mths methods duration timer)
    (when (null mb)
      (*geosolvers* = (expand *geomethods*)) ;roll out the equations
      (mb = *geosolvers*))
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    (dolist (geom (objects dd))
      geom = (name geom)
      mths = (find-methods geom mb dd)
      mths = (append (get-equality dd geom) mths)
      (push (cons geom mths) methods))

    (dolist (form (formulas dd))
      (push (list (name form) (third (contents form))) methods))

    (format t "methods = ~a~%" methods)

    (infernet dd) = methods))

(gldefun find-methods (goal mb (dd gg-drawing))
  (let (methods types typed-methods)
    types = (find-types goal (kb dd))
    typed-methods = (get-typed-methods mb types)

    (dolist (mthd typed-methods)
      (let (imthd apps) 

imthd = (method-instance mthd goal)
apps  = (method-apps imthd dd)

(dolist (slvr apps) 
  (if (eq (first slvr) 'validate-by-witness)
      (let (args tester)

 slvr = (second slvr)
 args = (varsin-t slvr)

         ; Validate the slvr against the drawing
         ; The tester is basically (goal . slvr)

 tester = (a program name = 'tester inputs = args outputs = 
(list goal)

     code = (trans 'tester (list goal) args nil (list 
(cons goal slvr)) dd

   'no-name-prompt))
 (if (validp tester dd)
     (progn
       (ggprint "Solver ~a passed~%" slvr)
       (pushnew slvr methods :test #'equal))
     (ggprint "Solver ~a didn't pass~%" slvr)))

      (pushnew slvr methods :test #'equal)) )
))

    methods))

(gldefun find-types (goal (kb knowledge-base))
  (let (types

(blist (bind kb (list 'tp '?t goal) t)))
    (dolist (b blist)
      (pushnew (cdr (first b)) types) )
    types))
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(defun get-typed-methods (mb types)
  (let (mthds)
    (dolist (mthd mb)
      (if (member (method-type mthd) types)

  (push mthd mthds) ))
    mthds))

(defmacro method-instance (mthd var)
  `(subst ,var (method-goal ,mthd) ,mthd))

(defun method-apps (mthd dd)
  (let ((pat (method-pattern mthd))

(blist (bind-list (method-clause mthd 'when) dd))
apps)

    (dolist (bindings blist) 
      (pushnew (sublis bindings pat) apps :test #'equal))
    apps))

(gldefun bind-list (pres dd)
  (let (exes nexes ans)
    exes  = (rest (first pres))
    nexes = (rest pres)
    ans = (bind-listb exes nexes dd)
    ans))

(gldefun bind-listb (exes nexes (dd gg-drawing))
  (multiple-value-bind (rexes passed)  
    (execute exes dd)
    (if (not passed) (return-from bind-listb nil) )
    (if nexes

(progn
  (setq nexes (sort (copy-list nexes) #'> :key #'constancy)) ; big 

time saver from 25 min to 1 min
  (let (blist fblist)
    fblist = (bind (kb dd) (first nexes) t)
    (dolist (fb fblist)
      (let ((rblist (bind-listb (sublis fb rexes) (sublis fb (rest 

nexes)) dd)))
(dolist (rb rblist) 
  (pushnew (append fb rb) blist :test #'equal) ))) 

    blist))
        (progn

  '(nil)) )))

(gldefun execute (exes (dd gg-drawing)) 
  (let (rexes)
    (dolist (p exes)
      (if (ground p)

  (let (args call)
    (if (eq (first p) 'test-true) or (eq (first p) 'test-false)

(progn
  args = (mapcar #'(lambda (sym) (list 'quote (get-object dd 
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sym)))
 (rest (rest p)))

  call = (cons (second p) args)
  (if (eq (first p) 'test-false)
      (call = (list 'not call)))
  (if (not (eval call)) ; test fails
      (return-from execute (values nil nil)) ))

        (if (not (eval p))
    (progn
      (return-from execute (values nil nil)) )
  )))

  (push p rexes)))
    (values rexes t)))

(defun constancy (form)
  (let* ((args (form-args form))

 (nargs (length args))
 (vargs (remove-if-not #'varp args))
 (nvargs (length vargs)))

    (/ (- nargs nvargs) nargs) ))

(gldefun compose2 ((dd gg-drawing) (name symbol) goals inputs pinpoints
   &optional (findone boolean) no-name-prompt)

  (result (listof program))
  (let (timer duration knowns allvars unknowns solved unsolved mths 
methods progm program)
    knowns = (union inputs pinpoints)
    allvars = (append (for obj in (objects dd) collect (name obj))

          (for form in (formulas dd) collect (name form)))
    unknowns = (set-difference allvars knowns)
    methods = (infernet dd)
    (let (newly-solved geom solvers) 
      newly-solved = '(()) ; in order to get into the loop
      (while unknowns and newly-solved and (not (subsetp goals knowns))

newly-solved = nil
(dolist (m methods)
  geom = (first m)
  (when (member geom unknowns)
    solvers = (rest m)
    (dolist (slvr solvers)
      (when (subsetp (varsin-t slvr) knowns)

(push geom newly-solved)
(push (cons geom slvr) progm)
(return))))) ; break out one level of loop

unknowns = (set-difference unknowns newly-solved)
knowns = (union knowns newly-solved)
))

    
    unsolved = (set-difference goals knowns)
    solved = (reverse (set-difference goals unsolved))
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    (dolist (obj unsolved)
      (format t "Cannot solve ~a~%" obj))

    (when solved
      (format t "Program found for ~a~%" solved)
      (multiple-value-bind (tprogm outvars)

(trans name solved inputs pinpoints progm dd no-name-prompt)
program = (a program name = (second tprogm) inputs = inputs 

outputs = solved code = tprogm)
(printnocyc "program = ~a~%" program)
(lamb program) = (plambda program)
(list program)))))

(gldefun trans (name goals inputs pinpoints progm (dd gg-drawing) 
&optional no-name-prompt rules)
  (if (null rules)
      (rules = *glispsolvers*))
  (let (main args results locals outvars epilog translated-program)
    (multiple-value-bind (eval-order unsolvables)
      (find-evaluation-order progm (union inputs pinpoints))
      (assert (null unsolvables))
      args = inputs
      eval-order = (trim-program eval-order (union inputs pinpoints) 
goals)
      locals = (append pinpoints (mapcar #'first eval-order))
      main = (append

      (mapcar #'(lambda (pin) 
  (let (pinval pt px py)
    pinval = (get-object dd pin)
    pt = (glsend pinval loc)
    px = (float (first pt))
    py = (float (second pt))
    `(,pin = (a mvector x = ,px y = ,py))))

      pinpoints)
      (mapcar #'(lambda (e) (list (first e) '= (reform (rest e) 

rules)))
      eval-order))

      (when ~ no-name-prompt
locals = (mapcar #'(lambda (tvar) (list (first tvar) (parsetype 

(second tvar))))
 (get-typed-vars locals (kb dd) (use-unitsp dd)))

(multiple-value-bind (progname progargs progans)
  (program-config name goals inputs locals main (kb dd) (use-

unitsp dd))
  name = progname
  args = progargs
  results = progans) )

      results = (mapcar #'(lambda (var) 
    (cons (intern (concatenate 'string "GG" (symbol-

name (first var))))
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  (rest var)))
results)

      epilog = (mapcar #'(lambda (outvar) (list (first outvar) 
'= 
(intern (subseq (symbol-name (first 

outvar)) 2))))
       results)

      outvars = (mapcar #'first results)
      )

    translated-program = (if no-name-prompt
     `(gldefun ,name ,args

(let
  ,locals
  ,@main
  (list ,@goals)))

     `(gldefun ,name ,args
(let 
  ,results
  (let
    ,locals
    ,@main
    ,@epilog)
  (list ,@outvars))) )

    (values translated-program outvars)
    ))

(defun find-evaluation-order (progm inputs)
  (let (eval-order assignment solvables)
    (setq solvables inputs)
    (while (setq assignment (find-if #'(lambda (assignment) 

 (subsetp (varsin-t (rest assignment))
  solvables))

     progm))
      (setq progm (remove assignment progm))
      (push assignment eval-order)
      (push (first assignment) solvables) )
    (values (reverse eval-order) progm) ))
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Appendix B

Inference Rules

(defparameter *gg-rules* `(
  (35
   ((tp arc ?arc)
    (first ?arc ?p1)
    (last ?arc ?p2)
    (center ?arc ?c))

   ((sweep-angle ?arc ?ang))

   () ; test is empty

   ((?l1  (a gg-lineseg p1 = ?p1 p2 = ?c)
  (if-not
   (351
    ((tp line-seg ?l1)
     (on ?c ?l1)
     (on ?p1 ?l1))
    ((skip)))))

    (?l2  (a gg-lineseg p1 = ?p2 p2 = ?c)
  (if-not
   (352
    ((tp line-seg ?l2)
     (on ?c ?l2)
     (on ?p2 ?l2))
    ((skip)))))

    (?ang (a gg-angle ray1 = ?l1 ray2 = ?l2 vertex = ?c))) )

  (65
   ((tp isosceles ?x))
   ((tp triangle ?x)) )

  (80
   ((angle-from ?x ?y ?a))
   ((tp angle ?a)) )

  (100
   ((endpoint ?x ?y))
   ((on ?x ?y)) )

  (110
   ((perpend ?x ?y))
   ((perpend ?y ?x)) )
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  (130
   ((tp line-seg ?s)
    (endpoint ?a ?s)
    (endpoint ?b ?s)
    (tp line-seg ?l)
    (on ?a ?l)
    (on ?b ?l)
    )
   ((on ?s ?l)) 
   ((less ?a ?b) (neq ?s ?l)) )

  (140
   ((tp line-seg ?m)
    (tp line-seg ?n)
    (perpend ?m ?n)
    (tp line-seg ?s)
    (on ?s ?n))
   ((perpend ?s ?m)) )

  (170
   ((tp line-seg ?l3)
    (tp line-seg ?l2)
    (tp line-seg ?l1)
    (on ?l3 ?l2)
    (angle-from ?l1 ?l2 ?gamma))
   ((angle-from ?l1 ?l3 ?gamma)) )

  (175
   ((tp line-seg ?l3)
    (tp line-seg ?l2)
    (tp line-seg ?l1)
    (on ?l3 ?l1)
    (angle-from ?l1 ?l2 ?gamma))
   ((angle-from ?l3 ?l2 ?gamma)) )

  (190
   ((tp line-seg ?r)
    (endpoint ?p ?r)
    (endpoint ?c ?r)
    (tp circle ?cir)
    (on ?p ?cir)
    (center ?cir ?c))
   ((radius ?r ?cir)) )

  (200
   ((tp line-seg ?r)
    (endpoint ?p ?r)
    (endpoint ?c ?r)
    (tp arc ?arc)
    (on ?p ?arc)
    (center ?arc ?c))
   ((radius ?r ?arc)) )
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  (210
   ((on ?x ?y)
    (on ?y ?z))
   ((on ?x ?z)) )

  (230 
   ((midpoint ?ls ?pt))
   ((on ?pt ?ls)) )
))

(defun less (arg1 arg2)
  (if (consp arg1) (setq arg1 (glsend arg1 name)))
  (if (consp arg2) (setq arg2 (glsend arg2 name)))
  (string< (stringify arg1) (stringify arg2)) )

(defmacro neq (term1 term2) `(not (gg-equal ,term1 ,term2)))
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Appendix C

Predicates

ANGLE-FROM

Usage: (angle-from ?line-seg1 ?line-seg2 ?angle)

Meaning: ?angle is the angle from the line passing through 
?line-seg1 to the line passing through ?line-seg2.

CENTER

Usage: (center ?circle ?point)

Meaning: ?point is the center of ?circle.

CONCUR-AT 

Usage: (concur-at ?line-seg1 ?line-seg2 ?line-seg3 ?point)

Meaning: ?line-seg1, ?line-seg2, and ?line-seg3 all pass 
through ?point.

CORNER

Usage: (corner ?point ?triangle)

Meaning: ?point is one of three vertices of ?triangle.

ENDPOINT

Usage: (endpoint ?point ?curve)

Meaning: ?point is a terminal point on ?curve. ?curve could be 
line-seg or arc.

FIRST

Usage: (first ?point ?curve)

Meaning: ?point is the first point on ?curve. ?curve could be 
line-seg or arc.

FIRST-TANGENT-PT

Usage: (first-tangent-pt ?point ?circle ?tangent-point)

Meaning: ?tangent-point is one tangent point resulting from 
drawing a line from ?point to ?circle

HORIZONTAL

Usage: (horizontal ?line-seg)

Meaning: ?line-seg is horizontal.

INTERSECT
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Usage:   (intersect ?point1 ?point2 ?point3 ?point4 ?intersection)

Meaning: The line segment connecting ?point1 and ?point2 
intersects that connecting ?point3 and ?point4 at 
?intersection.

LAST

Usage: (first ?point ?curve)

Meaning: ?point is the last point on ?curve. ?curve could be 
line-seg or arc.

MIDPOINT

Usage: (midpoint ?line-seg ?point)

Meaning: ?point is the midpoint of ?line-seg.

ON

Usage: (on ?point ?curve)

Meaning: ?curve passes through ?point. ?curve could be arc, 
circle, or line-seg.

PERPEND

Usage: (perpend ?line-seg1 ?line-seg2)

Meaning: ?line-seg1 is perpendicular to ?line-seg2.

RADIUS

Usage: (radius ?line-seg ?circ)

Meaning: ?line-seg is a radius of a circle or arc, i.e., 
connecting the center and a point on the 
circumference.

SECOND-TANGENT-PT

Usage: (first-tangent-pt ?point ?circle ?tangent-point)

Meaning: ?tangent-point is the other tangent point resulting 
from drawing a line from ?point to ?circle

SIDE

Usage: (side ?line-seg ?triangle)

Meaning: ?line-seg is a side to ?triangle.

SWEEP-ANGLE

Usage: (sweep-angle ?arc ?angle)

Meaning: ?angle is the center angle of ?arc.

TP

Usage: (tp ?type ?geom)

Meaning: The type of ?geom is ?type.

Available type values are: (angle arc circle isosceles line-seg 
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point triangle)

VERTEX

Usage: (vertex ?point ?angle)

Meaning: ?point is the point from which the two rays of the 
?angle issue forth.
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Appendix D

Example Problems

D.1 The Rope World Example

D.1.1 Facts Used according to the Solvers

C1 = (GLCIRCLE P1 L6)
(tp circle C1)

      (center C1 P1)
      (radius L6 C1)

P4 = (TANGENT-POINT C1 P2 1.0)
(second-tangent-pt P2 C1 P4)

L1 = (DISTANCE P2 P4)
(tp line-seg L1)

    (endpoint P2 L1)
    (endpoint P4 L1)

P5 = (TANGENT-POINT C1 P3 -1.0)
(first-tangent-pt P3 C1 P5)

A1 = (ANGLE3PTS P1 P5 P4)
      (tp angle A1)
      (vertex P1 A1)
      (angle-from L6 L5 A1)
      (on P5 L6)
      (tp point P5)
      (on P4 L5)
      (tp point P4)

ARC1 = (* A1 L6)
(tp arc ARC1)

      (sweep-angle ARC1 A1)
(radius L6 ARC1)

L2 = (DISTANCE P3 P5)
(tp line-seg L2)

      (endpoint P3 L2)
      (endpoint P5 L2)

P6 = (TANGENT-POINT C1 P2 -1.0)
(first-tangent-pt P2 C1 P6)
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L3 = (DISTANCE P2 P6)
(tp line-seg L3)

      (endpoint P2 L3)
      (endpoint P6 L3)

P7 = (TANGENT-POINT C1 P3 1.0)
(second-tangent-pt P3 C1 P7)

A2 = (ANGLE3PTS P1 P6 P7)
      (tp angle A2)
      (vertex P1 A2)
      (angle-from L7 L8 A2)
      (on P6 L7)
      (tp point P6)
      (on P7 L8)
      (tp point P7)

L8 = L6
(radius L8 C1)

      (radius L6 C1)

ARC2 = (* A2 L8)
(tp arc ARC2)

      (sweep-angle ARC2 A2)
(radius L8 ARC2)

L4 = (DISTANCE P3 P7)
(tp line-seg L4)

      (endpoint P3 L4)
      (endpoint P7 L4)

L9 = (DISTANCE P2 P3)
(tp line-seg L9)

      (endpoint P2 L9)
      (endpoint P3 L9)

D.1.2 Facts Used according to Their Types

TP
(tp line-seg L1)
(tp line-seg L2)
(tp line-seg L3)
(tp line-seg L4)
(tp line-seg L9)

      (tp point P4)
      (tp point P5)
      (tp point P6)
      (tp point P7)

(tp circle C1)
      (tp angle A1)
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      (tp angle A2)
(tp arc ARC1)
(tp arc ARC2)

CENTER
      (center C1 P1)

RADIUS
      (radius L6 C1) from rule 190

(radius L8 C1) from rule 190
(radius L6 ARC1) from rule 200
(radius L8 ARC2) from rule 200

ENDPOINT
    (endpoint P2 L1)
    (endpoint P4 L1)

      (endpoint P3 L2)
      (endpoint P5 L2)
      (endpoint P2 L3)
      (endpoint P6 L3)
      (endpoint P3 L4)
      (endpoint P7 L4)
      (endpoint P2 L9)
      (endpoint P3 L9)

VERTEX
      (vertex P1 A1)
      (vertex P1 A2)

SWEEP-ANGLE
      (sweep-angle ARC1 A1) from rule 35
      (sweep-angle ARC2 A2) from rule 35

ON
      (on P4 L5) from rule 100
      (on P5 L6) from rule 100
      (on P6 L7) from rule 100
      (on P7 L8) from rule 100

ANGLE-FROM
      (angle-from L6 L5 A1)
      (angle-from L7 L8 A2)

FIRST-TANGENT-PT
(first-tangent-pt P3 C1 P5)
(first-tangent-pt P2 C1 P6)

SECOND-TANGENT-PT
(second-tangent-pt P2 C1 P4)
(second-tangent-pt P3 C1 P7)
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D.1.3 Inference Rules Used

  (35
   ((tp arc ?arc)
    (first ?arc ?p1)
    (last ?arc ?p2)
    (center ?arc ?c))

   ((sweep-angle ?arc ?ang))

   () ; test is empty

   ((?l1  (a gg-lineseg p1 = ?p1 p2 = ?c)
  (if-not
   (351
    ((tp line-seg ?l1)
     (on ?c ?l1)
     (on ?p1 ?l1))
    ((skip)))))

    (?l2  (a gg-lineseg p1 = ?p2 p2 = ?c)
  (if-not
   (352
    ((tp line-seg ?l2)
     (on ?c ?l2)
     (on ?p2 ?l2))
    ((skip)))))

    (?ang (a gg-angle ray1 = ?l1 ray2 = ?l2 vertex = ?c))) )

  (100
   ((endpoint ?x ?y))
   ((on ?x ?y)) )

  (190
   ((tp line-seg ?r)
    (endpoint ?p ?r)
    (endpoint ?c ?r)
    (tp circle ?cir)
    (on ?p ?cir)
    (center ?cir ?c))
   ((radius ?r ?cir)) )

  (200
   ((tp line-seg ?r)
    (endpoint ?p ?r)
    (endpoint ?c ?r)
    (tp arc ?arc)
    (on ?p ?arc)
    (center ?arc ?c))
   ((radius ?r ?arc)) )
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D.1.4 Generated Lisp and C Code for Rope World

Notice units are converted where needed (as shown by the highlights) and the final result 

respects the user's indication of data types and units.

result type: (LIST (UNITS REAL FOOT))
(LAMBDA (L5 P1 P2 P3)
  (LET (GGF5)
    (LET (C1 P4 L1 P5 A1 L6 ARC1 L2 F1 P6 L3 P7 A2 L8 ARC2 L4 F2 F3 L9
             F5)
      (SETQ C1 (GLCIRCLE P1 (* 0.30480000000000002 L5)))
      (SETQ P4 (CIRCLE-TANGENT-POINT68 C1 P2 1.0))
      (SETQ L1 (VECTOR-DISTANCE57 P2 P4))
      (SETQ P5 (CIRCLE-TANGENT-POINT68 C1 P3 -1.0))
      (SETQ A1 (ANGLE3PTS P1 P5 P4))
      (SETQ L6 (* 0.30480000000000002 L5))
      (SETQ ARC1 (* A1 L6))
      (SETQ L2 (VECTOR-DISTANCE57 P3 P5))
      (SETQ F1 (+ L1 ARC1 L2))
      (SETQ P6 (CIRCLE-TANGENT-POINT68 C1 P2 -1.0))
      (SETQ L3 (VECTOR-DISTANCE57 P2 P6))
      (SETQ P7 (CIRCLE-TANGENT-POINT68 C1 P3 1.0))
      (SETQ A2 (ANGLE3PTS P1 P6 P7))
      (SETQ L8 (* 0.30480000000000002 L5))
      (SETQ ARC2 (* A2 L8))
      (SETQ L4 (VECTOR-DISTANCE57 P3 P7))
      (SETQ F2 (+ L3 ARC2 L4))
      (SETQ F3 (MIN F1 F2))
      (SETQ L9 (VECTOR-DISTANCE57 P2 P3))
      (SETQ F5 (IF (INTERSECTS? C1 P2 P3) F3 L9))
      (SETQ GGF5 (* 3.280839895013123 F5)))
    (LIST GGF5)))

double ropeworld    
/* Unit of ropeworld is FOOT */  
(double l5, Mvector p1, Mvector p2, Mvector p3)
  {
    double ggf5;
    {
      Mcircle * c1; 

Mvector p4; 
double l1; 
Mvector p5; 
double a1, l6, arc1, l2, f1; 
Mvector p6; 
double l3; 
Mvector p7; 
double a2, l8, arc2, l4, f2, f3, l9, f5;

      c1 = glcircle(p1, 0.30480000000000002 * l5);
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      p4 = circle_tangent_point68(c1, p2, 1.0);
      l1 = vector_distance57(p2, p4);
      p5 = circle_tangent_point68(c1, p3, -1.0);
      a1 = angle3pts(p1, p5, p4);
      l6 = 0.30480000000000002 * l5;
      arc1 = a1 * l6;
      l2 = vector_distance57(p3, p5);
      f1 = l1 + arc1 + l2;
      p6 = circle_tangent_point68(c1, p2, -1.0);
      l3 = vector_distance57(p2, p6);
      p7 = circle_tangent_point68(c1, p3, 1.0);
      a2 = angle3pts(p1, p6, p7);
      l8 = 0.30480000000000002 * l5;
      arc2 = a2 * l8;
      l4 = vector_distance57(p3, p7);
      f2 = l3 + arc2 + l4;
      f3 = min(f1, f2);
      l9 = vector_distance57(p2, p3);
      if (intersects?(c1, p2, p3))
        f5 = f3;
      else 
        f5 = l9;
      ggf5 = 3.280839895013123 * f5;
    }
    return ggf5;
  }   /* ropeworld */

D.2 Circle-Point Midpoint Theorem

Mvector cpmp (double a1, double l2, Mvector * p1, Mvector * p3)
  {
    Mvector * ggp4;
    {
      Mvector * p2, *p4;
      p2 = position_from_relative_angle(p1, p3, l2, a1);
      p4 = glmidpoint(p2, p3);
      ggp4 = p4;
    }
    return ggp4;
  }   /* cpmp */

D.3 Centroid Example

Mvector centroid (double a1, double l7, Mvector * p1)
  {
    Mvector * ggp9;
    {
      double l1; 

Mvector * p2, *p3; 
double l8; 
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Mvector * p4; 
Mcircle * c1; 
Mvector * p5, *p7, *p6, *p8, *p9;

      if (l7)
        l1 = 2 * l7;
      p2 = position_from_point(p1, l1, 0);
      p3 = glmidpoint(p1, p2);
      l8 = l1;
      p4 = position_from_relative_angle(p1, p3, l8, a1);
      c1 = glcircle(p1, l7);
      p5 = circle_tangent_point76(c1, p4, -1.0);
      p7 = glmidpoint(p4, p5);
      p6 = circle_tangent_point76(c1, p4, 1.0);
      p8 = glmidpoint(p4, p6);
      p9 = intersection_pt(gllineseg(p7, p6), gllineseg(p8, p5));
      ggp9 = p9;
    }
    return ggp9;
  }   /* centroid */

D.4 Radius of an Incircle

double incircle (double l1, double l2, double l3)
  {
    double ggl6;
    {
      Mvector * p1, *p3; 

double a2, a6, a1, a7, l7; 
Mvector * p5; 
double a3, a8, l4; 
Mvector * p4, *p6, *p7; 
double l6, dy, dx;

      p1 = (Mvector *) malloc(sizeof(Mvector));
      p1->x = 122.0;
      p1->y = 292.0;
      p3 = (Mvector *) malloc(sizeof(Mvector));
      p3->x = 811.0;
      p3->y = 159.0;
      a2 = angle_from_3sides(l2, l3, l1);
      if (a2)
        a6 = 1/2 * a2;
      a1 = angle_from_3sides(l3, l1, l2);
      if (a1 && a6)
        a7 = 3.1415926535897931 - (a6 + a1);
      if (l3 && a7 && a6)
        l7 = sin(a6) / (sin(a7) / l3);
      p5 = position_from_relative_angle(p1, p3, l7, a1);
      if (a1)
        a3 = 1/2 * a1;
      if (a3 && a2)
        a8 = 3.1415926535897931 - (a2 + a3);
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      if (l3 && a8 && a2)
        l4 = sin(a2) / (sin(a8) / l3);
      p4 = position_from_relative_angle(p1, p3, l4, a3);
      p6 = intersection_pt(gllineseg(p3, p5), gllineseg(p1, p4));
      p7 = closest_point(gllineseg(p1, p3), p6);
      dx = p6->x - p7->x;
      dy = p6->y - p7->y;
      l6 = sqrt(dx * dx + dy * dy);
      ggl6 = l6;
    }
    return ggl6;
  }   /* incircle */

D.5 Watt Linkage

Mvector watt (double a1, double l1, double l2, double l3, double l4, 
Mvector * p1)

  {
    Mvector * ggp5;
    {
      Mvector * p3, *p2, *p4, *p5;
      p3 = position_from_point(p1, l2, a1);
      p2 = position_from_point(p1, l1, 0);
      p4 = position_from_two_points(p3, l3, p2, l4, NULL);
      p5 = glmidpoint(p3, p4);
      ggp5 = p5;
    }
    return ggp5;
  }   /* watt */

D.6 Burmester Linkage

Mvector burm (double a1, double l1, double l2, double l3, double l4, 
double l5, double l6, Mvector * p1)

  {
    Mvector * ggp5;
    {
      Mvector * p2, *p4, *p3, *p5;
      p2 = position_from_point(p1, l1, 0);
      p4 = position_from_point(p1, l4, a1);
      p3 = position_from_two_points(p2, l2, p4, l3, NULL);
      p5 = position_from_two_points(p3, l5, p4, l6, 1);
      ggp5 = p5;
    }
    return ggp5;

  }   /* burm */
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D.7 Peaucellier-Lipkin Linkage

Mvector peau (double a1, double l2, double l6, double l7, Mvector * p2)
  {
    Mvector * ggp5;
    {
      Mvector * p3; 

double l3, l1; 
Mvector * p1, *p4; 
double l4, l8; 
Mvector * p6; 
double l5; 
Mvector * p5;

      p3 = position_from_point(p2, l2, normalize(-3.1415926535897931 + 
a1));
      l3 = l6;
      l1 = l2;
      p1 = position_from_point(p2, l1, 3.1415926535897931);
      p4 = position_from_two_points(p3, l3, p1, l7, NULL);
      l4 = l6;
      l8 = l7;
      p6 = position_from_two_points(p3, l6, p1, l8, 1);
      l5 = l6;
      p5 = position_from_two_points(p4, l4, p6, l5, 1);
      ggp5 = p5;
    }
    return ggp5;
  }   /* peau */

D.8 Truncated Cone

double cone (double a1, double l1, double l17, double l18, double l3)
  {
    double ggl15; 
    Mvector * mvector_3;
    {
      Mvector * p8, *p6; 

double l2, l6, l5; 
Mvector * p9; 
double l7; 
Mvector * p10, *p13, *p14, *p5, *p4; 
double l4, arc1, arc2, a2; 
Mvector * p7, *p11; double l9, l10; 
Mvector * p12, *p15, *p16; 
double l14, l15, dy, dx, dy1, dx1;

      p8 = (Mvector *) malloc(sizeof(Mvector));
      p8->x = 271.0;
      p8->y = 523.0;
      p6 = (Mvector *) malloc(sizeof(Mvector));
      p6->x = 87.0;
      p6->y = 330.0;
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      mvector_3 = (Mvector *) malloc(sizeof(Mvector));
      mvector_3->x = 617.0;
      mvector_3->y = 229.0;
      l2 = l1;
      l6 = l2;
      l5 = l3;
      p9 = position_from_point(p8, l5, 0);
      l7 = l2;
      p10 = position_from_two_points(p8, l6, p9, l7, 1);
      p13 = point_along(p8, p10, l17);
      p14 = point_along(p9, p10, l18);
      p5 = position_from_point(p6, l3, 0);
      p4 = glmidpoint(p5, p6);
      if (l3)
        l4 = 1/2 * l3;
      if (l1 && a1)
        arc1 = a1 * l1;
      arc2 = arc1;
      if (l4 && arc2)
        a2 = arc2 / l4;
      p7 = position_from_relative_angle(p4, p5, l4, a2);
      p11 = closest_point(gllineseg(p5, p6), p7);
      dx = p11->x - p5->x;
      dy = p11->y - p5->y;
      l9 = sqrt(dx * dx + dy * dy);
      l10 = l9;
      p12 = point_along(p9, p8, l10);
      p15 = intersection_pt(gllineseg(p13, p14), gllineseg(p12, p10));
      p16 = hprojection(p15, gllineseg(p10, p9));
      dx = p10->x - p16->x;
      dy = p10->y - p16->y;
      l14 = sqrt(dx1 * dx1 + dy1 * dy1);
      l15 = l14;
      ggl15 = l15;
    }
    return ggl15;
  }   /* cone */

D.9 Doubly Truncated Cone

List* cone2 (double a1, double l1, double l17, double l18, double l24, 
double l25, double l3)

  {
    double ggl15, ggl22; 
    Mvector * mvector_4;
    List* ans;
    {
      Mvector * p6, *p8; 

double l2, l6, l5; 
Mvector * p9; 
double l7; 
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Mvector * p10, *p18, *p19, *p5, *p4; 
double l4, arc1, arc2, a2; 
Mvector * p7, *p11; 
double l9, l10; 
Mvector * p12, *p20, *p21; 
double l21, l22; 
Mvector * p13, *p14, *p15, *p16; 
double l14, l15, dy, dx, dy1, dx1, dy2, dx2;

      p6 = (Mvector *) malloc(sizeof(Mvector));
      p6->x = 87.0;
      p6->y = 330.0;
      mvector_4 = (Mvector *) malloc(sizeof(Mvector));
      mvector_4->x = 617.0;
      mvector_4->y = 229.0;
      p8 = (Mvector *) malloc(sizeof(Mvector));
      p8->x = 271.0;
      p8->y = 523.0;
      l2 = l1;
      l6 = l2;
      l5 = l3;
      p9 = position_from_point(p8, l5, 0);
      l7 = l2;
      p10 = position_from_two_points(p8, l6, p9, l7, 1);
      p18 = point_along(p8, p10, l24);
      p19 = point_along(p9, p10, l25);
      p5 = position_from_point(p6, l3, 0);
      p4 = glmidpoint(p5, p6);
      if (l3)
        l4 = 1/2 * l3;
      if (l1 && a1)
        arc1 = a1 * l1;
      arc2 = arc1;
      if (l4 && arc2)
        a2 = arc2 / l4;
      p7 = position_from_relative_angle(p4, p5, l4, a2);
      p11 = closest_point(gllineseg(p5, p6), p7);
      dx = p11->x - p5->x;
      dy = p11->y - p5->y;
      l9 = sqrt(dx * dx + dy * dy);
      l10 = l9;
      p12 = point_along(p9, p8, l10);
      p20 = intersection_pt(gllineseg(p18, p19), gllineseg(p12, p10));
      p21 = hprojection(p20, gllineseg(p10, p9));
      dx = p10->x - p21->x;
      dy = p10->y - p21->y;
      l21 = sqrt(dx1 * dx1 + dy1 * dy1);
      l22 = l21;
      p13 = point_along(p8, p10, l17);
      p14 = point_along(p9, p10, l18);
      p15 = intersection_pt(gllineseg(p13, p14), gllineseg(p12, p10));
      p16 = hprojection(p15, gllineseg(p10, p9));
      dx = p10->x - p16->x;
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      dy = p10->y - p16->y;
      l14 = sqrt(dx2 * dx2 + dy2 * dy2);
      l15 = l14;
      ggl15 = l15;
      ggl22 = l22;
    }
    List* ans = (List*) malloc(2 * sizeof(double));
    ans->first = ggl15;
    ans->second = ggl22;
    return ans;
  }   /* cone2 */
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Appendix E

Summary of Complexity of the Examples

The following table shows the statistics for all the example problems we have discussed. It 

summarizes, for each problem, the number of shapes in the diagram, the numbers of total 

facts and inferred facts, the number of inference rule instantiations, the number of solver 

instantiations, and the total synthesis time measured in seconds.

Rope 
World

Circle 
Midpoint

Centroid Incircle Watt Burmester Lipkin Cone Double 
Cone

Geoms 23 8 20 27 10 12 15 42 55

Facts 100 25 77 103 31 39 50 182 251

-Inferred 34 6 20 24 8 12 16 63 95

Rules 68 8 34 55 10 13 17 144 250

Solvers 87 26 70 171 31 42 71 185 296

Time (sec) 4 1 3 4 1 2 3 10 18
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